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Seagal packs power, no
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row
again
Fraternity project
lacks needed funds
BY Tw MOLLETTE

Managing editor

Housing corporations which had
contributed financially to building a
fraternity row at Eastern were notified through letters mailed Tuesday
the project was being closed, said
Skip Daugherty, dean of student
development
"This phase is closed at this
point," Daugherty said.
The housing corporations, which
are primarily made up of alumni
from the fraternities, had contributed in some part to an initial
good faith deposit of $25,000.
Although seven fraternities
secured the $25,000 for an opening
deposit last November, the approximately $80,000 per fraternity needed
to begin financing the building of the
houses wasn't acquired.
Kevin Gordon, a sophomore police administration major from
Middlesboro, stands ready to do some surveillance. He said he got

BY DANETTA BARKER

Assistant news editor

Smoky offices, prying questions, anonymous informants, hanging out in dingy
bars — this is the way we picture private
investigators. But the world has given way
to the modern era of typing a name in a
computer and letting the Internet do the
work.
Kevin Gordon has even traded in his
Fedora and trench coat for a baseball cap
and a jacket.
"Private investigators just find the facts,"
Gordon said. That's what they're used
for."
Gordon is a sophomore police
adminis:e adr

F

See Row/Page A6

►R—Idence Mall Association
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Don Knight/Progress
interested in private investigating when he worked for an insurance
claims adjuster one summer.
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Best redesign to
net cash award

Eye on campus
Student begins private
investigating business

Deadlines for six fraternities to
have secured that funding were
extended twice since the original
May 15 cutoff.
The last deadline was Oct8.
"It was a mutual decision when
we extended the deadlines,"
Daugherty said. "It's not a lack of
interest, it was just finances."
While fraternity row has been
put on hold, alternative possibilities
for Greek community housing on
campus are now being considered,
Daugherty said.
With a decreased number of people living on campus, the possibility
of creating a Greek housing area is
being looked into, he said.
The university has supported the
Greek row project from the beginning, said vice president for student
affairs Thomas Myers.
"It seemed like everything
worked out except the money,"
Myers said.

tration major from Middlesboro who got stolen stereos and two wayward
his start in investigations when "he spent a boyfriends.
"I've run two surveillances for
summer working for an insurance
girlsrfhat think their boyfriends
adjuster, investigating claims.
are •'cheating on them," Gordon
After one summer, Gordon was
said. "I don't do that for people I
hooked. He returned the following
know. It can get messy."
summer to practice the trade that
Gordon said most of his
left him so curious.
requests are simply someone try"In the state of Kentucky, you
ing to find a lost schoolmate, or
only have to have a valid driver's
friend they haven't seen in years.
license and be 18 to get a PI
He said for these cases, the
license," Gordon said.
Internet is the best resource.
When Gordon returned to
"If you have the name, you can
school this fall, he placed an adver- Gordon has
get any information," Gordon said.
tisement offering investigating already recovGordon said his best investiered two stereos
services.
gation story involved his own
"I didn't even think about plachome. In August, after he had left
ing an ad last year," Gordon said,
for school, Gordon's mother called to tell
"but this year I wanted to stay in touch with him their house had been robbed.
it, so I advertised."
Gordon has already recovered two See Campus Pi/Page A6

dents in exploring how h> alter residence halls came from discussion
between dean of student life
For any closet Tim Toolman" Jeannette Crockett and President
Taylors on campus, the Residence Hanly Funderburk.
Hall Association is providing the
"There's been a lot of discussion
chance for you to demonstrate your about what we can do to get interest
home improvement skills.
in living on campus," Crockett said.
A contest announced at
She said there
the RHA meeting Monday ^^^_
had been proposals for
will give residents a
changing
housing
chance to offer suggesbased on research on
tions for how campus
Dorm
what other schools are
dorm rooms should be
doing with campus livContest
begins
renovated.
ing, but it was decided
Monday. Entries
Entering the contest
student input was
are
available
at
requires submitting a floor
needed.
Beckham106.
plan of how to reorganize
The people who
dorm rooms into suites.
live in the residence
"This gives a chance
halls should have ideas
for students to have a large input in on how to improve them,"
changing residence halls," RHA Funderburk said.
President Mike Lynch said.
The idea behind involving stu- See RHA/Page A6
BY TM MOLLETTE

Managing editor
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?Z ??*!??\ Former student killed in weekend accident

*» The accident occurred at
the intersection of East Irvine
Street and Evansdale Aveni

BY JENNIFER ALMJELD

News editor

.^AUwWnair/Progrjw

Former Eastern student Jerel W.
Brown, 22, was killed Sunday morning after being struck by a vehicle
at East Irvine Street and Evansdale.
The vehicle fled the scene after the
accident occurred.
Richmond Police officers arrived
at the scene at approximately 3:10
a.m. to find that Brown had been
struck by the vehicle, according to
a police report from the Richmond

Police Department
Brown was then taken to Pattie
A. Clay Hospital where he was later
pronounced dead by the Madison
County Coroner's Office.
Sgt. Willard Reardon, of the
Richmond Police department, said
it has not yet been released
whether the victim was attempting
to cross the road at the time of the_
accident or not.
During the investigation, the
Richmond Police arrested Thomas

R. Jones, 27, of 116 Carter Drive in
Richmond, and charged him with
second-degree manslaughter.
Reardon could not give an exact
time for Jones arrest, but he said he
assumes the arrest came following
information from an eyewitness.
Jones was taken into custody at
the Madison County Detention
_Qenter at 3:18 Sunday afternoon.
He is currently being held at the
detention center on a $100,000 cash
bond.

Brown, who lived at 150 Oakland
Drive, attended the university in the
fall of 1995 and was majoring in
public relations.
A wake for Brown will be from
11 a.in. to 1 p.m. tomorrow at the
First Baptist Church in Richmond.
Funeral services will follow at 1
p.m. at the First Baptist Church in
Richmond.
Burial will follow at Maple Grove
Cemetery
in
Richmond.
Arrangements are being handled

Concealed weapons course instructors train on campus
BY SOPHY MOTT

Copy editor

Students over 21 may now apply
for a license to carry a concealed
weapon under state law, but they will
not be able to carry that weapon on
campus.
A new section of Kentucky
Revised Statute Chapter 237 allows
universities to control the possession
of all deadly weapons on their property, including concealed weapons.
Owners of private businesses, too.
may prohibit those with a concealed
weapon license from carrying a concealed weapon on their property.
Specifics of the new law will be
made clear in a video that is part of

the training course license applicants an hour and a half," he said. "If
must complete, said Randy Baird, an there's a whole class, we could be out
instructor in the
there all day."
The people takdepartment of "The main thrust of
ing this course
criminal justice
wul be certified
training in the
It is the use of
as
instructor
Funderburk
trainers, and will
weapons safety.
building.
teach the course
The departBernie Thompson, to those wishing
ment of criminal
Criminal Justice Training to be instructors.
justice training is
In turn, the
now teaching the
instructors will
»
course
which
teach the course,
involves 16 hours
which is required by law to anyone
of classroom training and also range who wants to obtain a permit to
time; the amount of range time carry a concealed weapon. The classdepends on the size of the class, room time for individual applicants is
Baird said.
approximately eight hours, plus
"If mere's five people, it may take range time.

The idea is, well train about 100
to 200 instructor trainers," Baird
said. They'll train about 1,600 to
2,000 instructors, who will teach the
course to the rest of the population.
Baird said those taking the
instructor trainer course must have
prior firearm certification.
A number of law enforcement officers have taken the instructor training course, said Bernie Thompson,
the director of administration for the
criminal justice training department
Though you do have to be a
Kentucky resident for six months to
get a license, Thompson said residency is not an issue for those who
want to be instructors.
"We've had people from Ohio and

different places; they just want to be
certified to teach the course," he said.
Thompson said he feels positively
about the training now required
under state law.
"fThe course) gives them information on the law and the use of
force," he said. The main thrust of it
is the use of weapons safety."
Thompson said all of the instructor trainer courses have been filled,
but if the need arises, more sessions
will be added. Those individuals who
want to be instructors can obtain a
list of instructor trainers from their
local sheriffs office; individual applicants can also contact their sheriffs
office about signing up for the course
in order to get a permiL
W

by White Funeral Home, also in
Richmond.
At an arraignment held Monday
morning at the annex of the
Madison County CourthouseV
Jones was assigned a public defender. He is scheduled for a preliminary hearing at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday at the courthouse
annex.
The case remains under investigation by the Richmond Police
Department and the Madison
County Coroner's Office.
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Perspective
► Editorials

Contest to improve dorms good idea
Having criticized the administration for being deaf to the
voice of student concerns, it
appears the time has come to
^knowledge a suggestion of the
:Diversity that has placed student
nput at the top of its agenda.
When the Residence Hall
Association announced a contest
that will allow students to submit
ideas for redesigning dorm rooms
into apartment-style suites, the idea
was both progressive and enlightened, begging the question, "where
did the idea originate?"
The answer is that communication between the office of the presi-

dent and the office of student life.
this move could be a sign of a
stronger emphasis on students'
After Dean of Student Life
Jeannette Crockett
needs.
With the university's
made a couple of protop administrator workposals to President
To Participate
ing with student life and
Hanly Funderburk on
To get your application
RHA to show interest in
how to renovate living
to enter the room
obtaining student input
on campus, a concern
redesign contest, go
arose — what are the
on a large scale, we
to Beckham Hall
hope to see the trend
students' thoughts?
Room 106.
That concern
continue.
Now, however, the
deserves a huge
responsibility for making student
thumbs up.
Although different levels of the
input vital at this institution falls
administration have at times shown on one person — you.
With the much maligned status
little worry about the effects their
of campus living and its problems
decisions may have on students,

of parking, convenience and living
conditions, the ball has landed in
the students' court'
If you have an idea for how dorm
rooms can be made more like a
home away from home, stop by the
RHA office at Beckham Hall 106,
and pick up an application to enter
the room redesign contest
Students often complain about
their voices going unheard on
issues like parking and safety, but
sometimes those voices aren't
given attention because they are
silent
Now is not the time for an apathy
attack.

► Campus Comments

Memories
of Grandma
make cards
meaningful

vj. How would you
design your ideal dorm
room?
Name: Sharon Pinkel
Age: 24
Major: Elementary Ed.
Year: Senior
Hometown: Somerset
'They would all have
refrigerators, and you
wouldn't have to have
roommates.

Name: Travis Lane
Age: 19
Major: Mechanical
Drafting
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Lancaster
'it would have a lot
more room, bigger
beds, more desk n
space and carpet.

Center must truly reach out

rai
*v>*

>: Jason Daniels
Age: 20
Major: Art
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Prestonsburg

"i would have a shower, a little more space,
and I would make all the ra
beds so that you could
take them apart.
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We have been given the chance
to provide input that could actually
shape how campus living can
change for the better.
If students don't respond to the
challenge by the administration to
provide feedback, we may not be
given another chance.
If you live on campus and would
like to see improvements made,
now is the time to put up or shut
up. Show the university that students can think critically about a
problem and offer progressive solutions.
Now is the time to make sure our
voices will never go unheard again, j

The opening of the Blue
Grass Chemical
Demilitarization Community
Outreach Office Thursday met
with opposition.
A group of around 40 protesters
gathered in the rain to let the Army
know "that what they say will be
examined," according to Margaret
Ricketts, a member of Common
Ground, a group that has been trying to get the Army to look at methods other than incineration to get
rid of the chemical weapons stockpile a few miles south of Richmond.
The mayor, the county judgeexecutive and other top city and
county government officials, as
well as a top Army official came out
for the opening.
1 believe the office has been
needed for a long, long time," said
Kelly Witt Brown, outreach coordinator. "For as long as I can remember people have had questions."
At the center of the controversy
surrounding the outreach center is
that Brown is an employee, not of

the Army, but of Booz, Allen &
Hamilton, a public relations firm
based in West Virginia.
Common Ground members view
the center as the Army's way of
smoothing over a decision to incinerate over a million pounds of
chemical weapons. The group
argues there are better ways to get
rid of the stockpile.
Brown, a Richmond native, said
she wants the outreach center to be
a way to reach out to citizens who
are worried about the nerve gas
stored minutes away from their
homes, businesses, families and
friends.
That is what it should be. The
center should become a place
where all citizens, including opposition groups, can go to get answers
to their questions — from the most
basic to the most complicated in
this multi-faceted issue.
Maybe the fact that the coordinator isn't an Army official is good for
the community. Maybe that makes
her more objective. Maybe noL
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That remains to be seen.
Call it public relations. Call it educating the community. Whatever it
is, the outreach center can be good
for this community.
With construction of the incinerator scheduled to begin in 1998, it is
important that citizens understand
the implications of that
Isn't it more important that
everyone understand those implications, than what kind of agency
facilitates the understanding?
Brown has already begun speaking to groups, such as the Khvanis
and Rotary clubs and to one or two
classes on campus She also said
she wants to increase tours of the
Blue Grass Army Depot
These are good steps, but in
order for the outreach center to
succeed in its mission to address
the concerns of people in this area
about nerve gas incineration,
groups like Common Ground must
continue to question the method
and citizens must continue to listen
to all sides of the issue.

□ Roy Kldd
Stadium

K#m^olcv Btmtm

Polio* Poet

■ The micro center coordinator was
incorrectly identified in last week's
Progress. Her name a Retha AngKn.
■ Trie Eastern Progress will publish
clarifications and corrections when
needed on the Perspective pages, rf
you have a correction, please send it
to the editor in writing by noon
Monday before publication on
Thursday. The editor will decide if
the correction deserves special
treatment, or needs to be in the
section in which the error occurred.

Should I hit the elevator's down
button, or answer that voice
inside my head that told me there
was a letter to be written?
There were stories to decipher and
deadlines to meet,
but something kept
chewing at me. It
was a feeling that if
I didn't take care of
business right then
and there, I would
miss the moment.
I left the elevator
and ventured back
to my room.
My attention
came to rest upon
CHAD QUEEN
the stationery on my
My Turn
desk. I started the
letter "Dear
Grandma," and struggled with how to
address what needed to be said.
You see, my Grandma had hip
replacement surgery this past summer,
and, as she's in her seventies, the
woman that I once knew seemed to
change almost before my very eyes.
Granted, since I've been at school
the past three years, there has been
limited contact; but it was, and still is,
painful to see her struggle with her
memory and sometimes not even
know where she is.
Being in the hospital for three
weeks because of her hip had an effect
on her. I don't know if the problem can
be related to the drugs she took
because of surgery, or if there was a
change because of some other element.
In the letter, I tried to reach out to
the grandma that I cherished. On
occasion, she calls me her "favorite"
grandson — I'm her only one.
I tried to stay away from what was
really gnawing at me, and that was,
"whatever happened to the person that
I used to know?"
More than that, what concerned me
was how much longer would she be
among the living, and could I handle it
if she digressed further?
Maybe my writing would trigger
part of her old psyche, and we could
correspond from time to time and keep
in touch.
As I wrote the letter, old memories
came flooding back.
In my younger days, Grandma and
Grandpa would baby-sit me and my
sister. Inevitably, the Rook cards were
brought out. Games would last an
hour or more.
After she was released from the hospital the first time, a Rook reunion took
place. It was the same game, but it
wasn't — not to me, anyway.
At first, Grandma understood the
rules of the old game pretty well, stopping every once in a while as we
straightened her out, but as hands progressed, so did her confusion.
"You all are playing by different
rules than I remember," she said.
More confusion came in the following hands, even though we continued
playing by the same rules. It was as if
her brain had forgotten the rule after
we corrected her the first time.
Closing the letter, I told her to take
good care of Grandpa and sent my
love.
Perhaps you have dealt with a similar situation. Whatever feeling is gnawing at you, don't ignore it; simply deal
with it the best way possible.
If it helps, play a game of Rook.
Queen is a senior broadcasting major
from Louisville and is assistant sports
editor for the Progress.
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Community showers let you know neighfo
"M

Then picture the two longest walls; they
oming, Mike."
have three shower heads each that jut out
It's not an uncommon stateof the tiling.
, ment. You may have a friend
For privacy's sake, the six shower heads
named Mike. You may even aee him early
have nothing between them.
in the day and greet him with a statement
Nothing.
very similar to the one above.
The only privacy comes from
I have a friend named Mike,
fear. The fear of looking another
and I have said that to him countnaked man in the eyes keeps most
less mornings at Palmer Hall.
of us staring straight ahead during
The one difference between
morning showers.
the way I greet Mike and the way
If you have a 9:15 class, which
you may greet your Mike is that
Mike and I must both have on
living conditions on campus force
Monday-Wednesday-Friday, you
me to say those words when both
will probably be showering with at
of us are wearing nothing but a
least one other person, who will be
towel, on our way to sharing a
standing about three feet from
shower.
you.
Just to make sure we're all on
TIMMOUETTE
I've seen what I look like in the
the same wave length, lef s take a
StvnTurnt
look at that shower.
mornings.
Actually, let's not call it a
Worse yet, I've seen what I look
shower, picture a small, dark room with
like naked.
Showering with three other guys who
one wall cut away for a door.

► Sticky Like Glue: By Victor Cuellar

look about like me isn't the ideal way to
start the morning.
When I visited 4-H camp in die fourth
grade, each shower had its own personal
curtain and changing room. I thought that
was a week of hell, having to shower at die
same time as four or five other guys.
Now I do that every morning of my Hfe,
only now there are no curtains and no privacy. And for that luxury, I and the thousands of other students living in men's
dorms pay over $650.
Two weeks ago, the university
announced Mattox Hall would be used to
house visiting law enforcement officers
who come to campus for training. Don't be
surprised to see the enrollment in the policing programs decline when the sheriffs and
deputies get their morning bath two feet
from one another.
While many campuses offer apartmentstyle housing for single students, Eastern
continues to provide something closer to

as office space. The building is well-located
and very accessible.
After living on campus for two-and-a-half
years, I see why it are used as office space
— as living conditions decline, so do the
number of students wishing to live on cam-

Army barracks than a college atmosphere.
No one would argue that Eastern
shouldn't fall behind other state colleges in
technology or graduation rates, but it has
easily fallen to the bottom in providing
decent housing for students.
The Residence Hall Association
announced at its Monday meeting a new
contest which allows student input for
upgrading student housing to suite-style
accommodations.
That"s a great idea, but a mere shower
curtain or stall would be enough to have
me jumping out of my towel in excitement
The saddest part of the poor living conditions is that those of us who suffer seem
to have grown accustomed to it
I don't wake up every morning complaining about the shower, but when I have to
explain to someone living off campus what
it's like, I realize the conditions.
When I was a freshman, I wondered why
buildings like Case Hall were partially used

P"9-

It's sad that people who want to ..live in a.
dorm to get the total college experience
have to trade the simple luxury of a shower
door to get that experience.
N
If the RHA's plan is successful, there Jj
might be hope for living on campus.
f>
If for any reason it doesn't work, 111 continue to tell anyone I know coming to
Eastern to strongly consider living off caffr
pus.
%
So, m continue to fall asleep, dreamint
of a better world where every one has a ..
shower curtain.
And I'll wake up confident that Mike is'
wishing the same thing.

Loved ones should know how you feel
In fact, I used to think that it would be
good to go away from her and mom, to a
place where they couldn't tell me whatto
do or wear.
Now, I'm at that place. It's called college.
I miss my family — specifically my
grandmother — more than I ever
thought I would.
She'll be 86 years old in two weeks*
and, quite frankly, I don't know how
much longer she will be there for me. *•
I always thought she'd be around fpr"'ever.
Then, last semester, she got sick an<r
had to go to the hospital for awhile. My
grandmother never gets sick.
That was really scary for my family,
and it made us realize that she won't
always be around.
That was the first time I really felt
what it would be like without her.
There are so many things I want her
around for.
I haven't begun to live my life yet. 1 want
her to see me get married.
I want her to have an influence on my
kids.
Most of all, I want her to know how
much I love her and how much respect I
have for her.
The thing that I'm most scared about
in my life is not graduation, midterms,
finals or money.
It's that my grandmother doesn't
know how I feel about her.

Grandmother teaches
lesson for lifetime

table, which just happened to be the
same size as me.
I got a huge black and blue knot on
my head from it and little sympathy.
I remember a time when I couldn't
When I was little, I spent just as
much time at my grandmoth- reach the top of the kitchen cabinets.
I loved canteloupe. My grandmother
er's house as I did at my own.
Some of the most memorable raised it, and it was sweet and cold —
moments of my childhood occurred perfect for a summer treat.
I wanted some canteloupe one sumthere.
Like the time I made my sister cry, mer day. Mamaw said it was on the cabinet, she would get me some in a minute.
and I came running into the livBut, screaming "Me do it,
ing room trying to act like I
Mamaw," I ran to the kitchen
had absolutely nothing to do
(yes, I did a lot of running
with it
then).
Mom asked me why Katie
I reached up to grab the yelwas crying. I replied, "I don't
low bowl Mamaw usually kept
know, but she's crying like
the canteloupe in.
hell."
I tipped it over, and scorching
Of course, my mother and
hot vegetable soup spilled all
grandmother were shocked.
over me.
Where had this 5-year-old child
Mamaw quickly put me in a
learned such language?
tub of water filled with baking
I looked up with my big
sod?
brown eyes and innocently
MARY ANN
t know what about that
said, "From Mommy."
LAWRENCE
makes it work, but it felt better
Needless to say, Mom
DttallB
and there are no burns on my
threatened me until I finally
body from that incident.
said I'd heard it on television.
There are thousands of other inciAnother time, I had come careening
out of the bedroom, through the living dents and accidents and moments from
room and into the dining room, running childhood that center around that house.
Many of the earliest memories I have
as fast as my little legs could carry me.
Mom and Mamaw both told me to are of my grandmother.
She used to punish me as much as my
stop, but nothing could stop me.
Nothing, that is, but the dining room mother did.

Richmond, Louisville worlds apart
the bypass, it does not take long
It was 3 p.m. and the bank was
closed. I was both amazed and for me to get frustrated by the fact
angry.
that locals actually
drive the speed limit.
"Only in Richmond," I
Consequently,
said with a smirk.
Bank closes early, peowhen I return to
Louisville, I forget to
ple talk funny and pick-up
switch to city driving
trucks are everywhere.
The list goes on.
mode and tend to hold
When someone asks a
up traffic. It is then I
realize driving the
city slicker like myself
what Richmond is like, I
speed limit in the city
don't know where to
is actually hazardous.
So when I bring my
begin. It is not all bad,
New York City taxicabthough — just different
MATT WEBER
driving style back to
The bank closing early
Your Turn
Richmond, I find
is just one of the aspects of ■M
myself up on the
life in Richmond that will
take some getting used to.
bumpers of other vehicles and
impatiently trying to pass.
The speed people drive at differs greatly between here and my
Besides a relaxed and slowerhometown of Louisville. Every
paced driving style, something
else sometimes follows me home.
time I pull my 1985 Reliant onto

► To Our Readers

Cheaper copies, please

The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the
editor on topics of interest to the
university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation errors, the editor reserves the
right to urge the writer to make
revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not
be accepted.
The Progress reserves the right
not to publish letters that are
judged to be libelous or in poor
taste.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Alvis,
Palmer Hall

Basket Boo II

rM
Wednesday, October 30
9:00 pm
AFumni CoFiseum

*

. •--

Register @ 8:30 pm
***
$10 Donation Per Team Goes to the
Shanna Tarvin
Physical Therapy Fund
•.«.-

Come Spend Your Wednesday Nicjht
the Men's BasketbaFF CoFoneFs!

Letters should be addressed to
the newspaper and should contain
the writer's signature, address and
phone number. Letters for publication will be verified. The Progress
also gives its readers an opportunity to voice more detailed opinions
in a column called "Your Turn.";-Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the
editor prior to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
Kentucky university, Richmond,
Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail at
progress@acs. eku.edu.

(Men's 8i Women's Divisions)
Get Your Organization Involved 81 Come Cheer Them On!!!!!

* Colonel Hoop Squad Dunking Exhibition*
Sponsored by:

BH
r

The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 1997
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Name of Organization
Men's

Requirements

,!•'

3 on 3 Tournament

•OOK * SUPOIV

Women's

Name of Participants

Have an excellent command of the English language
Obtain a bachelor's degree by June 30,1997
Be a U.S. Citizen
Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

PFease Return to Coach Mike
CaFhoun, Room 123
or MaiF fo Room 126,
/Vumni Cofiseum by
October 28.

Contai t the Consul,lie G< I
I Suite 205» ^'< Loyola

:,■■■■

with Coach Mike CaFhoun & the Rest of

► Letters
I was shocked the other day
when I had to make a microfiche
copy in the library and it cost 25
cents and not 10 cents.
I also noticed when I parked at
the parking meter the other day, it
was 25 cents for 15 minutes. In
most big cities, 25 cents will get
you one hour of parking.
Student senate is supposed to
be representing the students. With
every position comes responsibility, I have yet to read about student
senate doing anything this year.

Too many times my city friends
have found me guilty of letting a
"y'all" or a "howdy" slip out of my
mouth.
So, yes. Richmond has taken a
toll on this city boy, but I do not
dislike it altogether.
I often find this relaxed and
slower lifestyle kind of nice. I
have noticed locals here do take
the time to stop and smell the
flowers and clean country air.
Chances are, you would get run
over if you stopped to enjoy anything in my hometown.
I guess I will not mind getting
used to a few different elements of
small town life. And eventually, I
might be able to cope with law
abiding drivers, loud trucks and
the fact that everything closes
early.

Call (50<U^fcjknjL 1-800-INFCWET.

Questions,

caH 622-2123 or 1144.

an,
LA 70113.

■

mm

w

HELP WANTED...

urveillance Cameras

eras up with some kinks
Her weeks of work and setbacks,
jus is now under the eye of the
(surveillance camera system.
_'The surveillance cameras are
pretty much operational. There are
sfaTia few glitches, but we are able to
upe the system," said Tom
Lindquist, director of public safety.
i At this point, the system is 75
percent operational. A few technical
problems are yet to be resolved,
lindquist said.
i One of the problems that public
safety is waiting for is the fine-tuning
of the color balance for day and
nijjht use, he said.
, Undquist said the problems with
the. color do not hinder the use of
the cameras when it comes to surveying the campus and keeping students safe.
■ Another problem that public safety; is running into is because of
Mother Nature. The view of some
cameras is blocked by foliage and
wasps, Lindquist said.
■There were no leaves when we
designed the locations,'' he said.
'Undquist said public safety will
alfo be able to keep a watch on parking situations throughout the camS parking lots. This will be benefiin informing people where availaqle parking is located.
■-"So far, the system has met our
expectations," Lindquist said. "We
have been very impressed with its
vababilities."

gPublic safety officers watching

Eastern under watch

►Thirteen cameras are already in place monitoring outdoor activities.
Lancaster Parking Lot

Dairy plans open
house for today
Eastern's award-winning 50c ow dairy herd will be just one of
the many things to see during an
>peh house today to show off new
lacilities.
The dairy moved last winter
into a modern free-stall barn at
Meadowbrook Farm, located on
KY;52 about 4.8 miles east ot
Richmond on Whitt Road.
After getting on KY 52,
Richmond drivers should turn
light onto Speedwell Road, then
lake a left onto Meadowbrook
Road. From there, a quick leftband turn will put drivers on
Whip Road, where a sign will lead
: hem to the Meadowbrook Farm.
The open house from 10 a. m.
to 2 p.m. includes facility tours, a
milking demonstration at 1 p.m.
incLa light lunch.

FUEL
VENDORS
NFFOFD
Persons wishing to provide wood,
coal, LP gas, or fuel oil for the LowIncome Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP) may apply to
become approved vendors for
December delivery. For information,
or to fill out a vendor application,
pleaso contact Hannah Anderson,
Kentucky River Foothills, 1623
Foxhaven Drive, P.O. Box 743,
Richmond, Ky. 40476-0743. (606)
624-2046.

$1.750/week possible mailing our
circulars. For information, call 1202-298-9369.

r__.^^

Training and pager inventory will
also be provided by Ram. If you're
interested in getting a head-start on
a business career, or if you'd just
like some extra money $$$, Call to
schedule an interview at (606) 2531726. Ask for Gary Dykes.
EXTRA INCOME FOR '96. Earn
$500$ 1000
weekly
stuffing
envelopes. For details. RUSH $1
with S.A.S.E. to: GROUP, 6547 N.
Academy Blvd. Dept. N, Colorado
Springs, Co., 80918.
1,000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Parttime. At home. Toll free, 1 -800-8989778, ext. T-7077 for listings.
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing
envelopes at home. Send long
S.A.S.E. to: Country Living
Shoppers, Dept. A46, P.O. Box
1779, Denham
Springs, L.A. 70727.

FOR RENT...
AVAILABLE NOWI Furnished bedroom/private home. Cable television
and phone. Upper division/grad student preferred. Non-smoker.
References and lease. 606-6241478.

FREE TRIPS AND CASH! find out
how students are earning FREE
TRIPS and CASH with America's #1
Spring Break company! Sell 15 trips
and travel free! Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
Campus Manager positions available. Call nowl TAKE-A BREAK
(800) 95-BREAKI

MISCELLANEOUS...
RECORDSMITH. We pay cash for
CDs and tapes. EKU Bypass.
Can you lose 20 lbs. by
Christmas?? YES!!! Call now and
ask howl 1-800-870-7246.
EUEi
VENDORS MFFTINn
Persons wishing to provide wood,
coal, LP gas, or fuel oil for the LowIncome Home Energy Assistance
Program (LIHEAP) may apply to
become vendors for December
delivery. Madison County vendors
meeting scheduled for 1 p.m.,
Monday, Oct. 21 at Kentucky River
Foothills, 1619 Foxhaven Dr..
Richmond.
CASH for old coins! Collector's
Coins. Southern Hills Plaza. 6269823.

SOURCE: EKUPubfcSaftt.

Progress/Alan Kincer

the monitors are able to zoom in on
license plates as far as two blocks
away.
This system has the capabilities
to serve 95 percent of campus.
The cameras have such a long
range that it's possible for campus
security officers to follow a suspect
through campus, Lindquist said.
Although the main objective of
the surveillance system is to cut
down on campus crime, it can also
be helpful to those experiencing car
problems.
This weekend, an officer was

monitoring the system and noticed
some suspicious activity around a
car parked in the Brockton Lot.
When officers were sent to the
scene, they found the student had
locked his keys in his car.
The system has 13 small black
and white screens, and when those
monitoring see something suspicious, they can transfer the image to
a larger color screen.
Training sessions for the public
safety staff are being planned so they
can use the full capabilities of the
surveillance system, Lindquist said.

Compiled by Danetta Barker

;The
University
Writing
Requirement will be given at 5 p.m.
Frjday in the Combs Building.
Students will be assigned rooms by
Social Security numbers posted on
tin doors of classrooms.
All students taking the exam
should be pre-registered. A photo
ID and a blue or black ink pen is
required. Students may also bring
a | dictionary, St. Martin's
Handbook, English composition
boe* and a thesaurus. Check-in
lime is 5 p.m. Writing time is 60
minutes.
Students with 60 hours should
>e taking the test thie semester.
Students should contact their advisors about eligibility.

Circuit City is now hiring lor the
holidays for sales, customer service,
and warehouse positions. Apply in
person at 2434 Nicholasville Road
(next to Rafferty's), Lexington, Ky.
Phone: 606-276-4844. E O.E.

Wanted!!! Individuals and student
organizations to promote SPRING
BREAK TRIPS. Earn MONEY and
FREE TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS.
http:/www.icpt.com or 1-800-3276013.

•-News Briefs
ijniversity Writing
Requirement Friday

™

► Progress Classifieds
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i writer

_

For more information, call
Michael Judge, director of farms
at 622-1310.

person. Short stories should be
no more than 3,000 words, double-spaced.
All submissions should include
name, address and phone number
of the writer. A cash award will be
given on Honors Day to the best
fiction and poetry in each issue.
Submit to William Sutton, Case
Annex 495. Deadline is Feb. 1,
1997.
To register call Dreama Gentry
at 986-9341 ext. 6830.

Math, computers
b***" rhp:~ day

—»tei i. „ department of mathematics, statistics and computer
science hosts the 20th annual
Mathematical Sciences Day
Wednesday.
Kentucky high school teachers
and their students are invited to
attend. Activities planned include Task Force meeting
work on computer terminals, a
statistical games room, mathemat- looks at Kentucky's
ical puzzles and games and
demonstrations of micro-comput- funding for higher ed
ers. The event will also include
Members of the Task Force on
guided tours of campus and a
Post-Secondary
Education met
reception with refreshments.
For more information call 622- Monday morning in Frankfort to
look at Kentucky's history when it
5942.
comes to funding higher education.
"Most of the time was spent by
people showing what has been
happening from 1978 to 1996 in
Kentucky when it comes to funding higher education," said
President Hanly Funderburk.
"We also talked about how our
state funding for higher education
compares to other states."
Funderburk said the task force
did not address how funding may
change for individual universities.
"They're still gathering and
reporting," Funderburk said.
"They aren't at the point yet
where they're making decisions
that are really affecting individual
universities."
The next task force meeting will
be held 1 p.m. Nov. 11 in
Frankfort, in conjunction with a
two-day meeting of the Council on
Higher Education Nov. 10 and 11.

Scholarship honors
David Bushnell
The history department is
sponsoring the Latin American
History Scholarship in honor of
David Bushnell.
The scholarship will aid students from the Appalachian area
of the state who pursue a career
in higher education.
For a copy of the criteria for
the scholarship contact the history department at 622-1287.

Aurora accepting
manuscripts
Aurora is accepting manuscripts for poems and short stories for possibly publication.
Poems are limited to eight per

$ Financial Aid $
Attention All Students!
Over (* Billion in FREE Financial Aid n now
available for students nationwide horn private
•error grants 4- scholarship.' All uudenn are
eligible regard lev or grade*, income, or parenft
income For more information, call:

1-800-263-6495 ext. F55J42
SPRING BREAK '97! Earn Cash!
Highest commissions. Travel FREE
on only 13 sales!!! Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre.
Free info packetl Call Sunsplash 1800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.comlDEAL tor STUDENTS.
Earn $500 plus weekly stuffing
envelopes. FREE supplies. Start
today! Rush S.A.S.E.: EMR ENTERPRISES. P.O. Box 1238, Columbus.
N.C. 28722.
Stock person wanted. 15-20 hours
per week. Nights and weekends.
Apply in person: Rite Aid Pharmacy,
Carriage Gate Center. Richmond.
$300-$500 WEEKLY! Full/part-time
processing U.S. Government FHA
Mortgage Refunds. No experience.
Own Hours. Call 24 hours. 7 days.
(504) 429-9233. ext. 5246D41.
Ram Technologies, one of Inc. 500's
fastest growing companies, is looking for on-campus sales/marketing
representatives. Your goal will be to
sell as many pagers as you can on
the E.K.U. campus. Your reward will
be a base salary plus commission
and benefits. We will provide a
pager and voice mail for you to use.

FOR SALE...
AKC Registered Pomeranian and
Chihuahua puppies. Call 623-8441.
Sega Genesis and Sega CD, 1 year
old. 3 controllers, 11 games. Great
dorm gift! Contact Kevin (606) 6798075 or mail inquiry to 249
Ridgeview Dr., Somerset. Ky.
42503.

TRAVEL...
Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 6 days $279! Includes all
meals, free parties, taxes! Great
beaches and nightlife! springbreaktravel.com 1 -800-678-6386.
Cancun and Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 7 nights air and hotel,
$399! Prices increase-save $50!
Save $150 on food, drinks and free
parties! 111% lowest price guarantee! springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386.
Spring Break Panama City!
Boardwalk beach resort! 7 nights
$129! Daytona-best location $139!
Cocoa Beach $169! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.
Hundreds of students are earning
FREE Spring Break trips and
money! Sell 8 trips and go FREE!
Bahamas Cruise $279, Cancun and
Jamaica
$399.
Panama
City/Daytona $119! www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386.

Pole barn, commercial building,
horse barn, storage, etc. 30'x40'x8',
$3,295. Free delivery, 937-2639520.
Wanted: Students to lose weight.
Metabolism breakthrough. FDA regulated. $29.95. Visa, Mastercard,
Discover and checks accepted. Fast
delivery. 1-800-927-3340. *
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS- Train
and jump the same day for ONLY
$90! Lackey's Airport, U.S. 25
South, 6 miles from bypass, turn
right on Menelaus Road. Sat. and Sun. 10 a.m. For information, call
(606) 873-0311 or 986-8202 weekends.

WIN A FREE SWEATSHIRT

irstW&znH
^sr>ortswear_

Be the first to come down to
yirst gear and answer the question
correctly.
Located on ihc corner ot 1st and Main:

Where did the saying, "paying
through the nose," originate?
Last weeks answer: Tom the
Taylor. Tom watched Lady
Godiva ride nude through the
town in Coventry, England.
(One win per cuftomer. per leneiler. please

University Center Board
Presents
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►iPollce Beat
Compiled by Kristy Gilbert

Otg.13

Robert C. Tuaaey III. 24,
I exington, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence of intoxicating beverages.
Oct. 12
Michael S. Masters, 32,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with reckless driving and
driving while under the influence.
Oct.10
Wendell Brian Farmer, 21,
Bear Branch, was arrested and
charged with driving while under
' 'ie influence of alcohol.

620 Brockton.
Patrick McCowan, Palmer
Hall, reported that someone had
entered his vehicle and stolen his
compact disc player, sunglasses,
several compact discs and a carrying case.
Oct. 6
Jonathan Charters, O'Donnell
Hall, reported that a fire extinguisher had been discharged in Room
412 of O'Donnell Hall.

Oct.5
Jeremy A. Bartley, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
Oct. 9
Christopher S. Johnson, 24,
Phillip D. Burton, 18, Pikeville, was arrested and charged
Stafford, was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
with alcohol intoxication.
David C. Bowling, 20, Virgie,
Shannon S. Keith, 25, Richmond, was arrested and charged with
was arrested and charged with dri- reckless driving and driving while
ving while under the influence of under the influence.
..Icohol and other substances and
Donald J. Gray, 21, Richmond,
carrying a concealed deadly was arrested and charged with alcoweapon.
hol intoxication.
Antonio L. Palmer, 25,
Oct8
Lancaster, was arrested and
Marx Hankinson, Richmond, charged with improper turning, drirepprted that a bicycle had been ving with a suspended license and
stolen from the front porch of his driving while under the influence of
residence at 208 Summit Street
alcohol.
Oct7
Christopher Pike, Brockton,
reported that his vehicle had been
damaged while parked in front of

Jeffrey M. Dant, 19, Louisville,
was arrested and charged with alcohol intoxication.
Charles M. Russell, 20,
Louisville, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
James R. Childers, 19,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with possession of marijuana.
Ben Cassady Jr., 19, Pikeville,
was arrested and charged with driving the wrong way on a one-way
street and possession of marijuana
Thomas D. Rose, 20, Pikeville.
was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana.
Kendra R. Tackett, 20, Virgie,
was arrested and charged with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
Marvin O. Rydberg. 20,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication
and disorderly conduct
I>wight S. Hagina, 21, Hazard,
was arrested and charged with
operating a vehicle on a suspended
license.

Oct 4
Matthew Dean Larson, 21,
Burke, Va., was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.

Oct 3
William L. Mattingly II, 19,
Louisville, was arrested and
charged with speeding, obstructed
vision and/or windshield and driving under the influence of alcohol.
George Curtis Col well, 20,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with alcohol intoxication.
V
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Towing can get hairy for Perry
BYSOTHTMOTT

Copy editor

Arnold Perry has towed more
cars than he cares to remember in
his 10 years at Perry's Wrecking
Service — often the same cars, over
and over.
"Believe it or not," Perry said,
"the ones that we bring off campus
are habitual violators, and a lot of
times well see the same vehicle here
on our lot two or three times."
This wasn't the case for William
Day, a senior clothing construction
and design major from Foster.
"I'd never been towed here
before," Day said.
Three weeks ago. Day learned
his lesson the hard way. His car was
towed from in front of his Brockton
apartment in the early morning. The
car was not only towed, but was
wrecked while it was being towed.
Day's car was struck from behind
by another driver while on the tow
truck; in turn, his car's front end hit
the back of the tow truck.
"When I called public safety to
get my car," Day said, "they said you
need to talk to someone else.' I
guess because they had such
depressing news to teD me."
Day was matter of fact about the
incident, though.
"It was late; it (the car) was right
in front of my apartment," Day said.
"But, it's my fault. I don't have a
parking tag."
Day is one of over 500 cars
Perry's service has towed since the
start of the school year, and accidents are rare.
"Over the course of 10 years," he
said, "we've probably had four or five

File photo
Parry's Wrecking Service has a contract to tow. Arnold Perry said he gets
to know some of his unwilling campus customers pretty well.

incidents — not too many."
Perry said the amount of cars his
drivers tow daily varies.
"At the beginning of the semester
each year, they (officers) give them
basically a week, and men they tow
kind of big time until the students
figure out not to park in certain
areas," Perry said.
"That's our real major push," he
said. There are probably die highest number of tows, after the initial
push, in the nighttime. In the course
of a normal day from 8 am to 3 p.m..
we're on campus about three or four
times."
Perry said he thinks the percentage of cars towed off campus is relatively small compared to the total
number of cars.
"A lot of them are repeat offend-

ers," Perry said. "It takes some people longer to learn, I guess."
Perry said that the towers have
no discretion over the cars they tow.
"AD we do is tow them," he said. "We
just do what Eastern asks us to do.
We are on call for them."
Perry has even towed a family
member before.
"I towed my niece's car up there
one time. She came to me like
'Why'd you tow my car?' Kind of
hard to explain at Christmas time,
but it worked out," he said.
Perry said the majority of the cars
towed have understanding owners.
"Most of them are really polite
and understanding," Perry said.
"When they come to us with a good
attitude, we work with them accordingly."

What amazes Perry most about
towing on campus is that many people don't learn their lesson.
"We have this one guy, last year
and this year we've had his car here
six or seven times," Perry said. "The
first time or two he didn't, but now,
hell come in laughing and grinning
and throw down his money and say,
'Hey guys, see you next time.'
"He's got more money than I
got," Perry said. "Another car we
towed had over $600 in tickets. She
had 171 or 172 tickets, I think."
Perry said when he and the drivers tow people, they try to give
some friendly advice.
"We teD them, *Hey, these are the
things you need to do, and we'll
never have to do this again,'" Perry
said.
"We're under contract to
Eastern. It's a job that we do. It's
our business, but we try to work
with the students to get them to
understand what they need to do ...
We're not hard cases, at least we try
not to be."
Though Day took the blame for
being towed, he said the lack of
parking made it that much more.
frustrating.
"I think that we pay a lot anyway,"
he said. Tuition goes up every year,
and if they can allocate money to
renovate a building or redecorate
faculty lounges, they can build
another parking lot"
Day did have some advice to
impart to his fellow drivers.
"Get your parking permit Don't
be a cheap guy Eke me and try and
get out of it 'cause in the long run,
if s better than being towed."

Patton aide wants schools to define missions
BYJEHMFEBAUUEID

News editoi

Ed Ford, deputy
secretary to Gov.
Paul Patton visited
campus Saturday.

Ed Ford, deputy secretary of Gov. Paul
Patton's executive committee, said
Eastern's future success will come from
"not trying to become the University of
Kentucky No. 2."
"Regionals have a mission, too," Ford
said. They need to define themselves better. They need to become better universities and quit trying to be all things to all
people."
Ford addressed the Berea and
Richmond chapters of the American
Association of University Women on cam-

pus during a conference about higher education at Saturday meeting in the Keen
Johnson Building,.
One of the most significant changes
Ford addressed is how funding for universities will change in the future. Universities
are currently given money from the state
based on the number of students enrolled.
"We call that body count," Ford said.
"We think that is the worst possible way for
funding the higher education system."
Ford also said although there have been
cuts in funding, it is still up to each university to decide how to use the money received
from the state.
"EKU faculty has higher salaries than

Qet if our beary special someone
a Sweetest *Vay gift at the
heart of campus.

other area universities and Hanry chose to
funnel that money into salaries," Ford said.
Martha Grise, a professor of English at
the university, addressed Ford's salary comment
"Our salaries are higher and we're grateful, but what I've seen in my years is that
the workload has doubled," Grise said.
"We know you're overloaded," Ford said.
The governor believes we can give you
more support through technology or something. We also want you to get better students.
"We'd like Eastern to start getting the
top 50 percent of high school classes and
UK to get the top 20 percent" Ford said.

W« ent outage lettei s to the editoi
// you hoy an opinion or idea yout would
like to shareWMTEUS1
All letters should be submitted by noon, Monday. Each letter
should include your name and phone number. Letters should not
exceed 250 words.
I astern Progress
622-1XXI

Car
Alarms
by
Viper
Crimcstoppcr
Hornet

Accessories by
Pagers by
Phoenix Gold
USA
Mobile
Phantone
Car Stereo by
Stinger
American Bass JVC Eclipse
JBL Sony Cross Fire
Hifonics Sanyo Fultron
WE ALWAYS
Have your favorite
TREATS
Blizzard*
Banana Splits
Sundae*
* Delicious
Real Shake*

[otBJtTuili* Gravy

Dairij
Queen

Lunch

Your favorRt Brazier
BurttivChicktn

undwichci A Hoi Dog
any way you like 'em!

brazier.

^^^MfflM
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■
■
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Clip this Coupon

1-12 oz. Blizzard

Big Hill Ave.
Richmod. KY

19

Save 67*

624-0481

"

I

Big Hill Avenue
131 1ST. Keen eland Dr.
Richmond, Ky

624-0481
Locally owned and operated
Mon. - Thurs. 5:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri. - Sat. 5:30 a.m. - 12 a.m.
Sun. 6:30 a.m. -11 p.m.

Selection,
Service
6
Price!
and a ■/n% Student/Faculty Discount.
^^^V

* ^**

-Off Regular Prices...EverycJ«pj»»<t show us a School I.D.
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• Top* a Short.
• Sweat* a W.rm-ups
• ream cap*. r*.
, Swells
Swei
• Sl.rtcriProPl.yr
Play.r
jKkel.
Ski W..r t Outerwear

Always in Season!
RICHMOND MALL
SPORTING GOODS,

624-8100
Akto in Lmxinoton mod Frmnkfort

WIN FREE HORROR FLICKS!
October 11 b 18
doftaoohs
dtuffeb Animals
Carts

bookstore

■"UNIVERSITY
CENTER o/CAMPUS

Sweetest <Oay is October 19

<

In just three short weeks it free movie and another for
will once again be time to cel- three free rentals from Movie
ebrate Halloween.
Warehouse.
One way to celebrate the
Deadline for the entry
fright of the day at home is to forms is Oct. 24.
curl up and watch a horror
Just drop your ballot in the
film.
box located in 117 Donovan
The Progress will publish
Annex.
on Halloween day and the
Starting tomorrow, votes
Accent page will be reviews
can also be cast in ballot
of the top ten horror films,
boxes Progress newsstands
voted on by you, the stulocated in the library, the
dents.
Fountain Food Court, Combs
Send this entry form in
building, Powell building and
and if yours is among the top Movie Warehouse.
10 most popular films, well
To review your favorite
review it.
horror yourself, contact
There will also be a drawJamie Neal at 622-1872
ing among the entries for a
before the deadline.
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NAFTA lecture
scheduled
for tonight
Gum
Newswritw
BY KBSTY

Frank O'Connor, chair of
the university business department, will be lecturing on
"NAFTA — The Gaint Sucking
Sound?" 7 p.m. tonight in the
Grise Auditorium in the
Combs Building.
The North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
which went into effect in 1994,
is a trade agreement between
the United States, Canada and
Mexico.
The bask idea of this treaty
is to lower the barriers of trade
between the three countries. It
was first negotiated by the
Bush administration and was
signed under President Clinton.
The general idea is that
each country shares the different products that they specialize in with each other.
This will gradually help the
US economy over the next few
years, O'Connor said.
According to O'Connor,
NAFTA doesn't really influence the Richmond area very
much, but it does have a big
impact on parts of Kentucky
and many surrounding states.
One of the ways Kentucky
is impacted by NAFTA is
through the international trade
of Ford trucks with Mexico.
At the lecture, O'Connor
plans to speak about the general background of the idea of
free trade and the provisions
set up by NAFTA.
"We plan to make things
controversial and see what
happens," O'Connor said.

No one reaches EKU
like we do.
Pick up your copy every
Thursday.

Campus PI: Uses head to catch thief
From Pegs A1

"Mom said they had taken everything, including two VCRs and jewelry I received for graduation gifts," Gordon said.
But Gordon had prepared his home for something fike this.
Last year, when he had first gotten involved in
detective work, Gordon told his mother to always
keep a jar of change in open view somewhere in
the house, such as the dining room table or the
kitchen counter.
Gordon instructed his mother to decorate the
jar and make it look noticeable — something a
bank teller could remember.
His mother did as she was told. A jar tied with a
red ribbon stayed on the dining room table for

more than a year, holding about */ \ IgZS m,—T~—-T
is not as glamorous as televi$10 in change, mostly pennies.
• • ■ CKM1 I IIKO IO Sit
sion and movies make it look,
The first thing I said to Mom
and wait. K gets
but he enjoys searching for
was 'Did they get the change?"
the facts and solving cases;
Gordon said. "She said they had
it is even excittaken the jar. I called the bank and
Kevin Gordon, sometimes,
ing.
sure enough, three men had come
on surveillance
Gordon said he likes surfin with a jar of change with a red
■
.
7 7 ing the Internet searching for
ribbon on it and cashed it in."
friends and family, but he
The police identified the men from the video hates surveillance.
tape at the bank. Gordon said the three had been
"I don't like to sit and wait," he said. It gets
arrested before. Police also recovered all of the boring. I listen to a lot of tapes"
stolen property, except for the $10 in change.
Even though surveillance may be boring, it is
"Because of that jar, I made one phone call and usually fruitful.
recovered our stuff," he said.
An example is the case of the wayward
Gordon said the world of private investigators boyfriends — they were cheating.

Prom Page A1

There are two different contest
categories that can be entered. One
requires a new floor design that
would retain the community bathroom. The other category involves
floor plans that would create modern
bath facilities, which would serve no
more than two rooms, similar to the
units in Telford and parts of Burnam
halls.
When the time comes to consider
the suggestions, redesigns in the
first category would provide a more
cost-effective opportunity.
"Plumbing and drains are some
major costs (for new bathrooms),"
Crockett said.
Because of the new plumbing that

could be required, Lynch
After Die Dec 13 deadsaid a dorm with a basement
line, the entries will go to
would be preferred for creata council of judges coming the changes.
posed of representatives
For that reason, the confrom RHA, student life
test entries are based on a
and business affairs
map of the second floor of
offices.
Martin Hall.
The student proposals
"It just happened that
will be judged based on
Martin had a basement,"
feasibility of design, how
Lynch said. "It doesn't necappropriate they are for a
essarily mean it would be
university environment
Michael Lynch
changed first"
and cost to students
Entries should consist of is RHA president.
The first, second and
no more than two drawings
third-place entries would
— one for the rooms and
receive $200, $100 and
one for the hallway. In addition, a $50, respectively, in each category.
written statement describing the
"Well be looking at content and
drawings could also be included in not whether or not you can draw,"
the entry.
Lynch said.

From Page A1

The original plan for the row
would have placed it near Hall
Drive behind Keene Hall, with a
300-car parking lot to be built. A
30-year lease on that property with

a 70-year extension had been set
up for fraternity row.
Part of the reason campus fraternities were unable to find the
available finances could be the
youth of the chapters, Daugherty
said.

We Steak Our
Reputation On It

(Wolff Tanning Beds)
623-5014

"Eastern's Greek program is
less than 30 years old," Daugherty
said. That doesn't leave a lot of
older alumni to make donations."
Some fraternities borrowed
money to make the first deposit,
which put them in a strain to make

VIILWGG
HORIST

the second financial deadline, he
said.
The seven fraternities that produced the $25,000 initial deposit
will have the money returned with
interest to pay back to the sources
it was raised from.

qp

125 S. THIRD ST.
623-0340
1-800-456-0340

SPOTM MIDWEEK
IO'; oil .ill Halloween
gilts and accessories.
Student I n required.

WASH SPECIAL

for $-|0

The possibility of acting on student
suggestions on a large scale could
take some time.
"We still owe a good deal of
money on the buildings,"
Funderburk. "It might take a few
Kirs, but if s something we need to
k at now."
Since universities don't receive
state money for renovating housing,
improving dorms can be financialty
complicated, Myers said.
"The state doesn't pay us for
dorms fike with classrooms, he said.
"I think it (renovations) will happen."
An added cost for students living
on a renovated floor could be possible later on, he said.
The contest packets can be
picked up at Beckham 106.

snyniGs.

>//&&* iLAUNDRY
& Tan Shoppe
(Shoppers Village)

5 sessions

Introducing Subway's New

A.l. Steak & Cheese
LIMITED TIME SPECIAL
6" sub, chips, and med. drink $3.99
Not valid on delivery.

Halloween is
October 31.
Don't forget to send
that special person a
BOO-kay.

WE DELIVER «SUBU
624-9241
Corner ot Second St. & Water St.

Attention Advertisers: Halloween is Here...

Scared
because
you can't
find
anything
to wear fo
Halloween
Vee Ann's
can help
you.

Jack's
Cleaners
we won't only
press your slacks,
but we will give
you some slack
also.

,JHE

Come See the New
Boyd's Bears & Hares at
Fall is looking beautiful
at Merle Norman.
Capture this season's smoky allure in rich raisins and

Dept. 56
The Grapes Inn

Santas

burnished coppers. Hurry into your Merle Norman
Cosmetic Studio for a FREE makeover and discover

624-0025 '39 North Keeneland Dr.

•Custom Shirt Finishing
• Silk Cleaning
•Alterations
•Repairs
'Quality dry cleaning at
reasonable prices"
205 Water SI. 'Downtown Richmond
Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
w
Sat. 7 4m.-1 p.m.
623-6244
210 St. George St.
Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m. -1 p.m.
624-4268

LET *200
WARM
YOUR
POCKETS
THIS
WINTER

Donate twice in the
same week, Mon. - Fri.,
to earn a ticket. Donate
the entire eight weeks
and earn five
extra tickets.
Total of
thirteen
chances to
win.
•$200 1st PRIZE
•$100 2nd PRIZE
•$50 3rd PRIZE
•$50 4th PRIZE
•$50 5th PRIZE
•$50 6th PRIZE

the most irresistible new looks for Fall '96.

$3 off

a 2 or more
item purchase.

Bunnies by the Bay
Teddy Tompkins

Student Discount
with ID
1

f

Starts Oct. 21, 1996
Ends Dec. 13, 1996
Drawing held
December 16, 1996

Eastern Progress
622-1881

.
„
LIMITED EDITIONS
Boydm s Bears
Dept. 56 Snowbaby "Climb every Mountain"
Seraphim Angel "Vanessa"
Byer's Carolers "Gingerbread Vendor"
Santa's Crystal Valley
All Gods Children
Old World Ornaments

10%

CHRISTMAS
CASH CONTEST

And have we got a treat for you! A full page, full color Halloween savings page
for you to share your specials with students and faculty. It will be published Oct.
24 and Oct. 31, and will offer 2x3 ads with FREE color. Advertise in both issues
_ for $60. But hurry, space is limited. Reserve your ad by noon, Monday, Oct. 21!

Mon. - Sat. 9a.m. - 8 p.m.
.
Sunday I - 6 p.m.

623-0096 228 E. Main St.
Downtown Richmond

Row: Fraternities will be returned initial deposit

622-1881

TANNING SPECIAL

Costume ^Rental b Sales

RHA: Private bathrooms would produce extra cost

THE EASTERN PROCRESS

/ 0$ (reg. wash)
Every Tuesday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.

boring.

VEE ANN'S

fTlGRLE nORfTlfln
STUDIOS

COSMETIC

The Place for the Beautiful Face."

106 St. George St.
Richmond, Ky

624-9825

PUSMA FRACTIONS FOR OMITTY 8KX.CGCAI PB00UC IS

Sera-Tec Biological*
Limited Partnership
202 8. Second St.
Call for business hours.
624-9815

jjunm raw, i

ie Eastern Progress

Next WMk:
Road Rules - Ara you
\ a rude, obnoxious driver or tired of being
almost run over by
one? Reed lor standards of the streets.

Triorsday, October 17.1996
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A win-win compromise.
-Time-outs can be helpful.

—Give and take is the
name of the game.
Shannon Ratlifl/Progress

—Never walk away.

—Yelling doesn't usually help.

When it comes to arguing, winning isn't everything
It was a warm afternoon on Aug. 3 at
Seventy-Six Falls Park in Albany, Ky.
Family and friends all gathered
together for the marriage of Erica
Little and Steve Harthun.
It sounds like a beautiful, loving scene,
but it doesn't last forever.
Almost one month after the couple was
married, they had their first argument
"We were on our way to school from
back home when we started arguing about
how he talked bad about my car all the
time," Erica said.
"We'd had it for about two years and we
both drove it So when he started talking
about getting a new car, it made me feel
like he was saying mine was a piece of
trash."
The couple worked their problem out by
stopping the car and talking it over. They
finally came to a compromise when she
said he didn't have to drive her car and he
apologized for saying mean things about it
Erica said.
"Arguing gives me a chance to let him
know how I feel," Erica Harthun said.
"Nobody is ever not going to argue. People
have different morals, different values, different priorities and different beliefs. With
all that, you're going to spark an argument
somewhere."
Whether a couple is married or in a serious relationship, arguments and learning
how to compromise are a part of that partnership.
Couples having arguments is only natural, said Douglas Hindman, a professor of
psychology who also counsels couples in
his private practice.
„
Even if a couple doesn't disagree at first
he pointed out something will change and
eventually they will argue.
The important thing is to have arguments that are useful," he said.
James Brooks, who teaches a practical
reasoning course at the university, said that
while arguments are necessary, they need
to have a purpose.
"Most of the time the word argument is
used as a bad term," he said. "People
ignore the other person's position in the
negative terms of an argument
But Brooks said arguments have their
value. "In philosophy there is a positive
side of arguing," he said. "It means making
points and stating terms.

"A healthy dose of anger and resentment can be a good thing unless it
becomes out of control. People are so sure
their view is correct that there is no room
in their minds for disagreement The arguments happen because frustration levels
get high."
One of the hard facts partners in relationships have to face is that although
#cach partner expects the other to understand and agree with what he or she thinks,
it doesn't always happen that way, Brooks
said.
There is a tendency in all of us to say
that what we are saying is worthwhile and
that what we believe is correct" Brooks
said.
"It is unsettling to think what we've been
seeing is incorrect and if s especially hurtful when it's someone we care about that is
telling us we're wrong. The people we care
about are the very people we expect and
want to see things our way."
Brooks, Hindman and Diane Maynard,
a professor who teaches a course titled
"Marriage: Establishing Personal
Relationships," agreed that arguments with
partners can be made constructive with
some understanding of certain elements
involved in arguing with a purpose.

Round #1 - Follow the Rules

He said: You acted this way
last time we had this discussion, you always do this.
She said: You are a big, fat
jerk. I'm leaving.

acter isn't playing fair. Brooks said.
•Break it down - agree on some things
that are acceptable or unacceptable
arguing tactics for both partners.
Brooks said.
•Don't bring up prior mistakes Irrelevant issues that are in the past
can be disastrous to relationships if
brought up again. Brooks said. If it was
dealt with in the past it should stay
there, he said.
•Don't use extremes - Saying "you
always do" or "you never do" to your
partner is not a good idea. Brooks said.
He said no one does something all the
time or none of the time and this goes
for prior experiences also, even if the
argument is about the same topic.
•Pick times - Don't bring arguments up
in public or at inconvenient times, such
as when your partner is under a lot of
stress, Maynard said.
•Definite rules - According to The
Quest for Intimacy," by Lauer and
Lauer, partners do not order, threaten,
moralize, provide solutions, lecture,
criticize, ridicule, analyze, interrogate
or withd raw from arguments.
"If s very hatd to follow the rules
because of the competitive nature of people," Brooks said. Theproblem is, arguments don't usually start out in a constructive way, they're more like this is the way
if s going to be on both sides of the disagreement"

Round #2 - Use methods

The couple in this scenario is breaking a
couple of the ground rules that partners
should set before arguments arise.
"Couples can come closer to a solution
by setting ground rules for their arguments," Brooks said. They help us to get
to the reason we're arguing anyway. We've
all been in arguments that go nowhere, so
lay ground rules first"
There are several rules experts say couples should follow:

He said: I'm upset at you
because last night at dinner
you were in a bad mood, and
it ruined my time also. How
do you feel about that?
She said: I understand
you're upset. Let's talk about
why I was in bad mood to
begin with, OK?

•Don't attack your partner - name
calling, saying malicious things and
talking bad about your partner's char-

There are methods to arguing constructively and they include both parties,
not just one.

•Question and answer format - Brooks
said the question and answer format
was made famous by the philosopher,
Socrates. In this format both parties
ask questions about the actions and/or
feelings of the other. The questions
must be just as valid and important as
the answers.
This is arguing with a purpose," he
said. "It's direct and moving to a higher understanding of the argument
With give and take both people benefit"
•Make decisions about yelling Whether yelling and screaming is
appropriate depends on a few things,
Brooks said. The setting is one consideration. Another is just the pure decision of if if s appropriate as a whole or
not
Brooks said he feels it's inappropriate
for adults to yell because he thinks
there are kinder ways to get the same
point across.
He said also that he thinks yelling is
sometimes a demonstration by a person that they aren't feeling like they're
being heard or understood.
Maynard said sometimes yelling is
healthy, as long as if s not vicious and
both partners agree that it's alright to
yell during arguments.
Hindman said yelling doesn't solve a
whole lot and while it may help by
blowing off steam, it can't be helping
the relationship. He said he thinks it
can be caused by built-up resentment
•Time-out - All three experts agree that
time-out during arguments can
help.Taking time-outs means deciding
the argument is getting too intense
and taking a specified amount of time
apart
It can be any amount of time
Hindman said some couples decide
that during their time-out, neither one
will drink or drive, and both partners
will promise to come back at the end
of the time. .
Maynard said where partners are
allowed to go and not allowed to go,
such as a bar, should be decided upon
by the couple before arguments occur.
• Six steps to conflict resolution Maynard said clarify the issues, find
out what each person wants, identify-

various alternatives, decide how to
negotiate, solidify the agreements,
review and renegotiate as conditions in
the relationship change over time.

Round #3 - Don't Fight to Win
He said: Listen here -

what I'm saying is right and if
you don't think so, then too
bad.
She said: I don't care how
you feel about this subject, I'm
right, so deal with it
"Having to win is the American way,"
Maynard said. "We're encouraged to be
competitive and that may be good in many
ways, but not in our personal relationships.
We must have shared goals."
•Argue for understanding - "If a person's purpose in arguing is to defeat
the other person, I think that's unfortunate at best" Brooks said. The
noblest purpose for arguing is when ■
you attempt to win someone over to \
your side in cooperation."
•Remember who your opponent is Even if your partner is being totally
irrational, you have to remember that
this is the person you care about and
you must take what they're saying into
account Brooks said.
If your partner is upset and emotional, whether if s rational or not they
have a right to their feelings, too. Part
of arguing constructively means having your own thoughts and emotions
and remembering the other person's. .
"Sometimes winning the argument
really isn't that important because of ■
the love we feel for the other person,"
Brooks said. "Arguing is not the point,
ifs just the tool we use to get there." •

For help: • Counseling is available for couples
who cant come to a compromise on
their own. Call Ellendale Hall at 1303.

In just two short weeks it
will once again be time to celebrate Halloween.
One way to celebrate the
fright of the day at home is to
curl up and watch a horror
film.
The Progress will publish
on Halloween day and the
Accent page will be reviews
of the top 10 horror films,
voted on by you, the students.
Send this entry form in
and if yours is among the top
10 most popular films, well
review it.
There will also be a drawing among the entries for a

u*

•

■'

free movie and another for
three free rentals from Movie
Warehouse.
Deadline for the entry .
forms is Thursday.
Just drop your ballot in the
box located in 117 Donovan
Annex.
Starting tomorrow, votes
can also be cast in ballot
boxes Progress newsstands
located in the library, the
Fountain Food Court, Combs
building, Powell building and
Movie Warehouse.
To review your favorite
horror yourself, contact
Jamie Neal at 622-1872
before the deadline.
»
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TODAY
OCTOBER 17

CJ Noon Dining Room A Powoll
Cafeteria
"Oh My Aching Back," Dr. Bobby
Barton, athletic trainer

FRIDAY18

-'•OCTOBER

□ Last day to
withdraw from
full-semester
classes

I SATURDAY

Q 10:30 a.m.-3 p.m. Ski Butler
Resort
*
NCCA Mountain Bike Championship
Race more info call 502-484-2998

iOCTOBER

19

I SUNDAY
[OCTOBER

20

MONDAY21

J5 p.m. Combs Building
University Writing Requirement
-Pre-registration and photo ID
required

U 5:30 p.m. Catholic Newman
Center
Student Mass followed by
Sunday Supper

□ 7 p.m. Volleyball
Middle Tennessee State
University

To Post an Event
■ If you neve an event you would
like published in the Whafs On
Tap section, contact Marie
Moffitt or Alyssa Brarrtege at
622-1882.

S

s

TUESDAY22

WEDNESDAY
0 C T 0 B E

I Deadfcne for information is noon
the Monday prior to publication
on Thursday. You may submit
events early.
I You may also e-mail you r
announcements with attention
to What's On Tap to
progre8sOacs.eku.edu

J 3:30 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
Major Monday: Geology

LI 4:45 p.m. FerreH Room
Combs Building
Phi Beta Lambda Meeting

Li 4:45 p.m. Kennamer Room
Powell Building
Residence Hall Association
meeting

-111:45 a.m. Meditation Chapel
"The Guatemalan Mayan Struggle:
500 Years and Today"
The Rev. James Flynn

LI 4:45 p.m. Conference Room F
Powell Building
Golden Key National Honors
Society meeting

LI 9 p.m. Baptist Student Union
ToGether in Fellowship (T.G.I.F.)

□ 8-11 p.m. Keen Johnson
Ballroom
Monster Mash

LI 9:15 p.m. Catholic
Center
Pizza Theology

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

U 7 p.m.
Qrise Room
Combs
Building
•NAFTA: The
Giant Sucking
Sound?"
Frank
O'Connor

Q 6-8 p.m. Richmond Area Arts
Center
Leadership Madison County Alumni
Association, 10-year reunion

Q 7 p.m. Volleyball
University of Cincinnati

FThst Thing Yon Do (PC) 5:00 725 $45
Sal/Sun 1:15 5:00 7:25 9:45
The Mitfity Ducki 3" (PC) 5:25 7:45 9.55
Sal 1003:15 525 955 Sun1:00 3:15 5:25
7:45 9:55
Ilie First WTvei Club (PC) 5:35 7:40 9:50
Sat/Sun 1:10 320 5:35 7:40 9:50
Pje Glimmer Man" (R) 5:30 7:40 10:00
Sat/Sun 1:10 3:15 5:30 7:40 10:00
rhe Long Kisi Goodnight" (R) 4:45 7:20
9:50 Sal/Sun 1:40 4:45 7:20 9:50
Hie Ghost and the Darkneaa" (R) 5:05
7:35 10:05 Sat/Sun1:45 5:05 7:35 10:05
Pje Chamber" (R) 4:55 7:30 955
Sal/Sun 1:30 4:55 7:30 9:55
Sleeperi"(R) 4:00 7:00 10:00
Sal/Sun 1:00 4:00 7:00 10:00
9«u«kj7*5p.iii »n..kprwl««-Th. A«oclil.-

WghtYDudaJtonowtngtotrRg

REC0RDSMITH
K0RN* COUNTING CROWS
MARILYN MANS0N*PHISH
CORROSION OF CONFORMITY
NIRVANA • LEMON HEADS
TOOL - GINUWINE ♦ XZIBIT
CLINT BLACK • WEEZER

recordsmith
623-5058 SSSSSF"
FMMPII1IWT

FUTURE PILOTS NEEDED!!
AIR FORCE ROTC MAY
BE IN YOUR FUTURE
EVEN IF IT'S NOT ON
THIS CAMPUS.

I*

There are some colleges and
universities where Air Force ROTC is not on campus.
. . This doesn't mean it's not available. Did you
know that you have this option? All the benefits are
still available, including: our scholarship programs,
increased flying opportunities, and a commission as
an Air Force officer upon graduation.
To find out how you can attend through your
"crosstown" school, call Captain Mike Harbour of
University of Kentucky at 257-7115.
AIR FORCE ROTC
Leadership Excellence Starts Here

2 3

UPCOMING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

J Oct. 26 8 p.m.- midnight Weaver Gym
Ballroom Dance sponsored by Eastern Dance
Theater and USA/BDA Lexington chapter, students
$3, non-students $6 more info call 622-1901.

-I Oct. 26 11 a.m.-l p.m. Recreation Center at
321 N. Second St.
Boo Bash, more info call 6238753

ARE
BACK!

Choose from
Steak & Shrimp. Chicken or
Shrimp Kabob planers

The little-blt-sit-down-little-bit-fast-food seafood p|aCe

SHRIMP &FRIESB CHICKEN & FRIES
' Bite Size Shrimp,
,Fries Hush Puppies'
1
ic Cocktail Sauce

Chicken, Fries,
Hush Puppies &
Sweet & Sour Sauce

One coupon per customer Not good
I with any other coupon or discount
t^V^l;"
I offer Expires l«M/M J0S9 Bern
SjJB*
I Road. Richmond Ky

One coupon per customer Not good
with any other coupon or discount (*vT"M T
offer E»pire>:lW4/»g.|059Be:ci
VaLJS,
Road. Richmond. Ky

FISH & FRIES
! Fish, Fries,
Hush Puppies
! & Tartar Sauce
One coupon per cuilomer Nor good
' with any other coupon or discount
|l. offer F.pirr- 1VM/M .10f° Berea

Road Richmond. K\

FISH & CHICKEN
1-Piece

Fish
& Chicken

$

3 29

On* coupon per customer Not good
with any other coupor or discount
offer E.ptm ItfM/M J059 Berea
Road RichmonJ. Ky

&wr4
'*>.. sv^""%. ^<n,
tfj^^fa

&iAr/y

MondayNight
Buffet
6:30-8 p.m.

All-You-Can-Eat
Breadsticlcs,
Pizza, Pasta, &
Salad
Just off the Bypass

i

m

t^^^m^m^^^mimmm^mmm^^mmtmm

t^^^m

MMM

The Eastern Progress

Ar/»«a Bramlage, editor
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Octubafest — not your father's tuba
BY ALYMA BRAMUOE

Arts editor

Have you hugged a tuba player
today?
If not, here's your chance.
Eastern's tuba players will be performing their annual Octubafest
tonight and Thursday.
The performances will feature
soloists, brass quintets, a brass
choir, a tuba quartet and the
Eastern Tuba Ensemble.
The Tuba Ensemble "has been
the bread and butter group for the
last three years," said James
Willett, director of the group.
The group performs a wide
range of music from Bach to the
Beatles. They have performed
Chicago's "25 or 6 to 4" before.
Last year, the Tuba Ensemble
was asked to perform for the
Kentucky Music Education
Association. Willet said this was a
prestigious honor, and makes the
group a great recruiting tool.
"We put together these groups
to fill in the gaps of musical education," said Willett. "So you're not
just the finest tuba player in the
world, you can play other instruments as well"
The Tuba Ensemble is made up
of 15 people who volunteer their
time; the group is not sponsored by
the university or the music department
All of the arrangements are
either purchased by Willett or
arranged by members of the group.
"We have a working library of
over 160 tunes not purchased by

the department," said Willett.
"These players are here because
they want to do this."
Each tuba costs approximately
$5,000, and because of the expense,
the students take the group seriously, he said.
Willett likes to think of the
group as providing a service at no
extra cost to the university.
Not only are the members of the
Tuba
Ensemble
dedicated to
If You Go
this project,
they are in
When: Tonight
marching
and next
and
concert
Thursday at 8
band as well.
p.m.
"I just
Where: Gifford
want
to
Theater
throw addiCott: Free
tional, but
essential,
logs onto the
fire," Willett said. "If s for us to do
the things we might dream of
doing."
This is not the only performance
the group has to offer. They perform student recitals, spring concerts and tour with the symphonic
band.
"We try to play as often as we
can," Willett said. "I try to get as
many students as I can up on stage
for solos."
Octubafest begins at 8 p.m.
Both performances are in Gifford
Theater. Each performance should
last about an hour.

Photo submitted
The Tuba Ensemble performs Octubafest tonight and next Thursday in Gifford Theater in the Campbell Building at 8 p.m. Performances will last an hour.

► Movie Review

Choral concert sings diversity
BY ALVSSA BRAMLAGE

Arts editor

Photo submitted
Steven Seagal and Keenan Ivory Wayans play cops looking for a killer in the action thriller, "The Glimmer Man."

'Glimmer Man* doesn't sparkle
BY MICHAEL ROY

Staff writer

Steven Seagal fans will enjoy his
new flick, "The Glimmer Man,"
because of the usual action and
comic one-liners, but the plot is
another thine altogether.
Seagal stars as Jack Cole, a
detective from New York who is
brought in to investigate a series of
killings. His partner on the case,
Jim Campbell, played by Keenan
Ivory. Wayans, doesn't know what
to make of Cole or his mysterious
past.
Eventually, the case becomes
personal; Cole's ex-wife is found
dead. He suspects that a profes-

sional hitman has done the latest
round of killings. And now Cole
has to clear himself, as he becomes
a suspect in the crimes.
The problem with the script is
that the movie doesn't know what it
wants to do. The plot soon encompasses the Russian Mafia, an evil
arms dealer (Bob Gunton) and the
discovery that Cole was a secret
government agent nicknamed the
Glimmer Man.
The serial killer plot is dispatched quickly. I would rather
see the movie develop as a serial
killer flick.
The film also throws in a doublecrossing U.S. agent and a suicidal

Eastern's choral ensembles will
display their talent on Wednesday.
The Concert Choir and the
University Singers will perform
their fall concert in Brock
Auditorium.
The Concert Choir is an open
choir requiring no audition. Any
Eastern student can participate.
The 80-person choir practices twice
a week, and "what they sing, they
sing well," said David Greenlee,
director of the choirs.
The University Singers is made
up of auditioned singers who practice three hours a week.
The level of difficulty in their
music literature is higher than that
of the Concert CKoir, Greenlee
said.
The University Singers is open
to any Eastern student, not just
music majors. The ratio of music

literature that we always perform.''
Greenlee said.
This year, the anniversaries of
Mendelssohn and Brahms will btcelebrated.
The men in the choir will perform two Irish ballads, "My Wild
Irish Rose" and "Danny Boy." The
women will sing "Life Has
Loveliness to Sell."
John Rutter and Andre Thomas
spirituals conclude the production.
They will perform "Beautiful River"
and "Goin' Up to Glory."
"We try to make the program
appealing to the whole audience.
We try to include everything from
classical to spiritual," Greenlee
said.
The groups will also perform a
Christmas concert this semester
with the help of an 80-voice"children's choir.
The fall performance is free and
open to the public. It begins at 8
p.m.

If You Go

Bring this coupon to

kid for to keep the audience from
noticing the absurd story.
The movie, however, is fun.
Seagal and Wayans make an entertaining team with their comical
banter, and the action scenes are
well done, with explosions and fist
fights to please Seagal fans.
"The Glimmer Man" does
involve some first-rate scenes,
including a humorous sequence
using "Casablanca" and a sequence
involving Seagal and the killer.
If the plot had been more
together and focused, it could have
been a scary thriller. Instead, it's a
fun but goofy action movie. Enjoy
it for the action, but forget the plot

TIREDi OF iP'IJEZLflL?
DOSS MOMS COOEIMS?
... then call the Country Kettle
for some REAL home cooking.

majors to non-music majors is 80 to
20.
The Concert Choir will begin
the program with "Lift Up Your
Gates," "Great and Glorious," "See
What Love" and "Deep River."
The University Singers will then
perform Bach's "All Men Shall
Honor Him," Mendelssohn's
"Blessed
Are the Men
Who Fear
When:
Him" from
"Elijah" and
Wednesday at
"All of My
8 p.m.
Heart's
Where: Brock
Deep
Auditorium
Yearning,"
Cost: Free
by Brahms.
The
shows do not necessarily have a
theme, but music is chosen in a
certain pattern, Greenlee said.
"We always look for the composers' anniversaries — American
composers — and we have classic

(BALLOON fM

CHECK EXCHANGE

A division of The Added Toucl

and
receive

Antiques
and
Collectibles

$10
OFF
your next transacts

$1 c'Special
***»«*;«
Includes:
• 'Balloons

OVER 40 noon IS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

minimum $100 transaction
(one per visit)
(some restrictions apply)
University Shopping Cente:
(Near Social Security Office)

623-1199

• 1 Mylar balloon (C\
• 3 Lat&c balloons

(606)625-1524

• 'Mug

'GO COLONELS**

• Candy

Downtown Richmond
•129 South 1st Street

* j£\ '•

.

226 N. Second St.
Richmond, Ky

623-0453-'

\f\f
i Limit one per customci Not good

(Top Loaders Only)

with any other coupon or discount
Please clip and bring this coupon
■
'--.._.-...._.-.._........_.-.....--.-_--..__ .... __.___.__i
1

623-8265

Tanning packages for EKU students

Free delivery of burgers,
breakfast, and veggies!

Single visit $2.50 with ID
10 visits $20
15 visits $26.25

(Minimum of $5)

'We really do want your business!"

TRY

TLE

RESTAURANT
i.

Pink Flamingo
1424 E. Main Street
Across from Telford YMCA

Laundry \ Tanning Co.
620 Big Hill Ave. • 623-0076
7:30 a.m. to lit p.m. Mmis.it
III a.m. tu II) p.m. Sun
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Profiles
BY SOPHY MOTT

Copy editor

W

Most college guys would hesitate about spending their free time
dressed as a funny-looking guy
with a flowing beard and mustache.
For Jim Gilliland, though, it's all
part of the game.
As one of the Colonel mascots,
the junior police administration
major has been entertaining
crowds since November with his
sideline antics. Gilliland shares the
mascot job with Sigma Chi brother
Brian Clark.

H
Jim Gltliland
Colonel Mascot

one mascot, but here there's usually always been a backup.
It works well for us. Sometimes
it there's two, they may not get
along and start competing against
each other, but since we're fraternity brothers and a lot tighter, we
help each other more. Usually we
try to decide who's going to do the
pre-game activities, and it just falls
into a pattern from there. As long
as if s a good show, we don't care
who does what

You can do anything, be as
crazy as you want.
Nobody's going to know if s
you. The best thing is when you do
something on the field to make the
crowd react — when it's not
because of football 6r anything
else, but when you've actually done
something.

a

Is it difficult to get the
crowds at away games to
react?

Are your friends able to
tell when If s you as the
Colonel?

HI

E3

ES
Hometown: Lexington
Major: Police Administration
Year: Junior

Founded in 1984.
Serving Madison County

Our company is stable
Our products are reliable.
Our prices are competitive

Visit Our Web Site at
http://www.pcsystems.net

Since 1989.

EKU Byptn (Behind Pizza Hul)
Richmond. Ky 40475
(606)624-5433

Students living in dormitories are now approved to keep
10 GAL. FISH AQUARIUMS.
10 Gel. Tank -$9.99
fcc I7D1717 17TCW
10 Gal. Economy Set-up $39.99 5>5 *' K£/ft 115H
10 Gal. Deluxe Set-uo &9.99
w.ij. any tank set-up

Usually the kids, no matter
what, love the mascot. I
haven't heard too many
Had you planned on
boos. Whenever you can
being the mascot before
No, even most of our frater- make an opposing team faugh or
coming to Eastern?
nity brothers can't tell the smile, thaf s great.
difference between the two
I had never thought about it of us. That's actually exactly what
Have you ever thought
One of our fraternity broth- we want; we want to keep switching
about a career as a masers was doing it; he graduat- out, and for nobody to be able to
cot after school?
ed in the spring. For about a tell who it is. Sometimes the cheersemester and a half, I kept wanting leaders don't even know, and they
I'd always consider any type
to know about it, and it just so hap- spend the most time with us.
of job. I'd love to actually do
pened, the last football game ... he
it and get paid for it I can't
dislocated his shoulder. When he
see me or Brian either one quitting
got back, he said, 'Well, there's a
What kind of practice before we graduate. Someone
basketball game this week — you
goes into being the asked me last week, and I just can't
want to do it?' From then on, I did
see anyone else doing it while I'm
Colonel?
time with him until he got better,
still at school.
then we sort of split up the time.
We spend a lot of time with
The season-opener (basketball)
What qualities do you
the cheerleaders and pracwas my first game.
have that make you a
tice the mounts. The cheergood mascot?
leaders are a big part of it; I
How do you and Brian can't give enough credit to them,
split up the dutit>s|
I like to get people talking
because without them, it just
and involved. You never
wouldn't be. They're very supportThe way it does for us, we ive.
want to be still; you want to
switch two or three times
be as busy as possible. If
each game. We always try to
What do you enjoy most you come in having a bad day, and
have a real energetic person
about being the Colonel? you put the suit on, you're a differout there. A lot of schools just have
ent person.

a

Sigma Chi fraternity
brother carries on
with tradition of school
spirit

etd>

SPREAD
featuring

Widespread Panic
Leftover

The Red Mile Race TracK
OCT. f 8 Show starts ot 7 p.m.
ftles Open at 6 p.m. lain or MMkM available
ft a I nitf ip with ID. No coders or duirs. pieasr
fltfrefi available through Tlckctrnastcr, 606/211*6644.

Orr wmm

Local Internet Access
Your "Direct" Connection To The Internet
Confused About Buying A
Computer System ?

Serviced Warranty

Intel Pentium 100 Mh* Processor

PC Systems provides fast reliable service.
We guarantee a one business day turnaround on
PC Systems' computer in-house warranty repairs.
Some other stores offer an on-site warranty, but
don't guarantee response or turnaround time.
Stop by and check out the PC Systems difference

CREATIVE

Jtock To School Special

Academic WordPerfect $39.*
'(validacademic II) required)

8 MB I Do RAM. I (JB i:il)l I lard Drive
14" SVGA Color Monitor 28dpN-l
Internal J3.6 Baud Modem. Windows')? .
3 Months FREE Internet Access
(provided b> pcsyttems.net. ol course)

$1,299.

. A IMM M

Networking • Internet • Intranet • Support

AM pnc*t wr n*Mn
»<»■■
I
* IH—Ml uki ».

Serving your needs in: Richmond. KY. Delray Beach. West Palm Beach. Jensen Beach. H . Si Louis. MO

pcsystems.net
461 Eastern By-Pass • Richmond, KY • (606)624-5000 • (800)640-5013

(Ill UK \ I l\(. 10 YKARS ( )l (

Introducing Subway's New
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6 •

entucky

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER7

Conference: 8:30 am - 4:30 pm • Registration: 7:30 - 8:30 am

of The Supremes.

1(800)36?

Li

^

M

\.Mn

Other top national speakers indude:
Kathleen PassanLsi, motivator and humorist
"Celebrating Change...By Changing Your Tune"
Cheryl Landon, daughter of the late Michael Landon
"The Highway to Possibility Thinking"

A CELF

Comma** Euan* M umvv Inn

REGISTRATION FORM

I

Now in its tenth exciting year, this daylong
event of workshops, speakers, entertainment
and networking opportunities for Kentucky
women has become one of the most popular
events of its kind in the nation. Fascinating,
useful workshops, advice from those who
know the issues facing women today, and
opportunities galore to network.

Created by:

Al STEAK
& CHEESE

For multiple registrants, please duplicate this registration form

'96

MARY WILSON

• LowsvUk

FRIDAY, NOVEMBERS•BmdmgOnm

WOMAN

Featuring
entertainment by
the sensational

Lexington

Hosted by:

TOYOTA

lbyotlM»M»Tulaaumg,KWu*r Inc
Celebrating 10 Years of immwvtk

tOty.
I Slate .

Zip

I Work Phone
[ Hoini I'liiiiir

I Job Tillc .
I
I
I
|
I

Please indicate the conference you will attend:
□ November 6 - lexington (enter Heritage Hall, Lexington
D November 7 - Gait House Eat, Louisville
□ November 8 - Bowling Green Convention Center, Bowling Green

J AII conference locations are accessible to the
I physically challenged. Please check this box if you
| need tm nslation for the hearing impaired. □
| Registration is $4'> per person, including workshops and
I luncheon. Your canceled check is your receipt, (Mi
i tmfimudian Inter will Orient.)
Make check payable to Kentucky Woman '96 and mail,
I along with registration form to: Kentucky Woman '96,
| 11929 Falling Ck Drive. Manasaas. VA 20112-S265.
| For cancellation, written notification postmarked by
. October 25 is required. (ASlOfmnrsung/rrwillte
I assessed.)
I_ _
oiaKwtr.

FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY.

.SUBWAY"
The Pl.ui- Whin Fresh is tin- T.isu-

(Opposite Denny's) Eastern Bypass
623-3458

Call ahead for pick up!
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Activities
> Residence Hall Association

Pi Phi
promotes
health

Sleepout among
events planned
MOrni i
Activities editor

BY MARK

Wrapped in plastic and sleeping
in a cardboard box may be the only
shelter from the cold for some people The Central Towers Area is hosting the third annual Sleepout for the
Homeless 10 p.m. - 6 am Friday at
Eastern's track.
The event is to raise awareness
for the homeless and to give students a feel of what it's like to be
homeless.
"It sort of opens the eyes," said
David Braden, area coordinator for
Dupree/Todd HalL
Admission is $2 or two canned
food items. A student can bring blankets, cardboard boxes, plastic, pillows or sleeping bags. No tents will
be allowed.
The students who stay all night
receive a T-shirt. A meal of potato
soup will be donated by Shone/s.
"We want everyone to come out
and support it," said Carl Terry, staff
assistant of Dupree HalL
Last year, over 60 students partici-

BT

pated and survived the rain throughout the night
"If s overly positive, especially if
they don't want to be in that situation," Braden said.
The sleepout is a campus-wide
effort to get all the residence halls
involved in the project
"We cant do this without support
from the campus," Braden said.
Donations will go to the Salvation
Army/United Way.

Upcoming Events

6:30 p.m. Monday Combs Hall lobby
Habitat for Humanity meeting
10:30 - 2:30 p.m. Tuesday Powell
Plaza, Jail and Bail
8 p.m. Wednesday Dupree Hall
Bachelor and Bachelorette Auction

Monster Mash

Halloween is near, and Southside
area, along with support from the
other area councils, will host the
Monster Mash from 8-11 p.m. on
Oct. 28 at Clay Cafe in Clay HalLThe
costume ball will cost $1 with a costume or $2 without a costume.
Donations go to United Way.

Hum Momrr

SERBS editor

Prayer

Shannon RatliH/Progress

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship members David Lawrence, Michael Hende rson, Kyle Centers and
Jenny Clark said their daily prayer Monday afternoon in the Ravine.

Medical program recognized nationally
BY MAWt MOfFTTT
Activilas editor

June and scored
"I enjoy it
in the top 15 per- " It's a great expebecause of the
versatility of the
Medical assistant's week ends cent nationally in
rience for you.
career. I get to
Friday; the week recognizes those all three areas,"
do a variety of
in the field and their duties. This is said Joy Renfro,
things,"
the second year Eastern students assistant profesTaunya Moberly, Moberly said.
had a 100 percent passing rate on. sor in the medassisting
secretary of MATA "It's a great
the certified medical assisting ical
technical proexperience for
exam.
» you."
^————
The duties of a medical assistant gram.
Those three
Medical assisare endless. Assistants perform
administrative and clinical duties in areas are general, administrative tants have a wide range of responsibilities.
a physician's office and may be and clinical.
Medical assistants have a way of
"You get to work with other
responsible for personnel and office
further involving themselves in the members of the medical staff."
management.
Moberly said.
Eastern's medical assisting pro- program.
The
Medical
Assisting
Working out in the field helps
gram is a two-year degree and is
recognized by the American Technology Association is an orga- students understand the many
nization that meets twice a month.
skills they have learned.
Association of Medical Assistants.
"We promote interaction with
The administrative procedures
Upon completing an associate
degree at Eastern, a student is eligi- other students in the program and include word processing and medble to take the certification exami- help prepare them for their future ical transcription, office procedures,
nation. The test is given every June, career in the medical assisting financial record keeping and medand 16 students can enroll. field," said Taunya Moberly, secre- ical records management.
Some clinical procedures
Enrollment is based on the stu- tary of MATA
MATA is open to anyone in the include preparation, assisting and
dent's GPA
follow-up of patients for medical
The students took the exam in medical assisting field.

examinations and treatments, med- nars such as one for AIDS awareical office emergency situations ness or read articles in PMA ( a
which include first aid and CPR, professional public journal) and
basic office diagnostic procedures answer the questions to receive a
and specimen collection.
certificate that can be used.
Medical assisting technology
After a person is certified, they
involves the area of study in anato- are considered nationwide in the
my and physiology, nutrition, med- professional orgainization of the
ical terminology and communica- American Association of Medical
tions.
Assistance.
More medical assistants are
Medical assistants will have the
employed by practicing physicians opportunity to work with a physkan
than any other type of allied health and experience the duties they will
personnel.
be responsible for in their field.
"The exam gives a higher
Medical assisting week is for
degree of credrential," Moberly anyone who may be interested in
said.
being a medical assistant
A medical assistant has to conFor more information, call 622tinue their education hours after 1028.
being a certified medical assistant
Instructors in the college are:
Every five years, they become Dr. Rebecca Mewsone, Julie
re-certified by taking the exam Brown, Jane Eades and Joy Renfro.
again or by having accumulated 60
Medical Assisting Technology
hours within the five years by con- Associaton officers:
tinuing their education.
President- Phyllis Rogers
Some ways of doing so are to do Vice- president- Kara Dalton
service by attending different semi- Secretary- Taunya Moberly

National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week (NCAAW) is Oct
20-26. Eastern's Pi Beta Phi fraternity will be celebrating this month
with other peers and more than
3,000 campuses across the country
and Canada
The participation in the
NCAAW is to increase consciousness of responsible alcohol use and
misuse and promote healthy
lifestyle choices.
NCAAW promotes personal
responsibility and respect for the
law when alcoholic beverages are
consumed. Their goal is to encourage friends and peers to make the
right decisions, to influence other
and to support a healthy lifestyle
on campus.
Pi Beta Phi members will wear
buttons with the theme, "Choices
are Limitless, Make Healthy
Ones". Pi Beta Phi's main role is to
make collegiate members aware
about alcohol use and abuse
through educational programming
throughout each academic year.

Basket Boo II
will support
student
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

What do basketball and
ghosts have in common?
*.
Nothing. But Basket Boo II is '
coming Oct 30 as a fundraising r
event for Shanna Tarvin, an
".
Eastern student, who was
injured in a car accident last
year.
At 9 p.m. in Alumni
Coliseum the night before
Halloween there will be a 3 on .
3 basketball tournament in a
men's and women's division.
A $10 donation per team will
be given to die Shanna Tarvin
Rehabilitation Fund.
Free T-shirts will be given
away. Forms are now available
at Room 123 or 126 in the
Alumni Coliseum.
Coach Mike Calhoun and ;
the men's basketball Colonels
will be participating.
*'.

Haunted Forest returns this Friday
BY MAWE Mofrrrr
Activities editor

File photo
Avoiding th» chabisaw is one of many surprises and attractions found in
the Haunted Forest.

Taking a walk through Camp
Catalpa Oct 18 through Oct 31 will
be quite different if you're not aware
of the upcoming holiday.
The haunted forest returns this
year with an expanded trail.
Richmond Parks and Recreation
Department will be turning Camp
Catalpa into one spooky and scary
forest
Admission will be $4 for adults
and $1 for children 12 and under.
The haunted forest has been running for the past 13 years around the
Halloween season.
If s not often to have a haunted
forest instead of; a haunted house.
"It's not inside, it's outside in a
natural setting," said Kevin Gorman,
director of Richmond Parks and

Forest Hours
Oct. 18 & 19 7:30 p.m-11 p.m.
Closed Oct 20-22
Oct 23 & 24 7:30 p.m. -10 p.m
Oct 25 & 26 7:30 p.m. -11 p.m
Oct. 27-31 7 p.m.-11p.m.
Recreation.
Gorman said not having it in a
haunted house adds surprise to the
haunted forest
"Ifs good because you get to do
more things than you can do in a
haunted house," said Dwight Rider,
president of Lambda Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity is
playing a huge part in making the
forest run. Members wiD be putting
in a total of 2,000 man hours during

the two weeks the haunted forest is
open.
Members will participate by playing different roles throughout the
forest from scaring people in tunnels
to chasing people with a chainsaw.
Lambda Chi Alpha has been participating with Richmond Parks and
Recreation for 12 years.
"Ifs for a good cause and they do
a lot of great things," Rider said.
They're easy to work with."
The money goes toward donations for scholarships for Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity, Toys for Tots
and the DARE program.
Members of Chi Omega and
Alpha Delta Pi will be guiding visitors on the haunted trail through the
forest
They are expecting 5,000 to 7,000
people in a week's time.
Parental discretion is advised and

Haunted Forest
► Will be held at Camp Catalpa
(near Lake Reba)

Progress/Alan Kincer

a list of rules and regulations will be
posted. There will also be security to
ensure safety.
"We( Parks and Recreation)
believe ifs a family- oriented activity," Gorman said.
For more information, call Parks
and Recreation at 623- 8753.

madison optical

The Polarized Sunglasses.

35 - 45% OFF

25% OFF

Richmond Mall
623-1882
Prescription
Sunglasses
available
i\
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Sports
Women win at home

We're not
talkin'
football
baby!

BvCH»pQugn
Assistant sport editor

Notes scribbled on a media pass
for the Eastern football gqnte vs.,
well, nobody.
• The Eastern football team
had the past week off, and my
detailed research did not find any
time in which the Colonels actually showed up to play a game on an
open date, so we won't talk about
Eastern football this week.
• Guess what!
If s college basketball season
again — the best time of the year.
Both Colonel teams began
practice Tuesday, and the first
game for the men will be an exhibition date with the Kentucky
Crusaders Nov. 11. The women
will start two days later, also in
exhibition
action against
the Crusaders.
Just to let
you know now,
my early prediction for the
No. 1 team in
the land is
Kansas.
• If it turns
out that men's
basketball
BRIAN SIMMS
player Marty
From tht
Thomas will
Uppmr Deck
be out for the
year, then the
Colonels are in trouble.
• Thumbs up to men's basketball coach Mike Calhoun for
bringing us another "Basket Boo!"
This year's event will raise
money for Shanna Tarvin, an
Eastern student who was injured
in a car wreck.
• Larry Inmann's Lady Colonel
basketball team this year promises to be an exciting one.
On paper, they appear to be
quick as heck, and I have the
coach for a class this year (you
guessed it — coaching basketball), and you can tell that he is
anxiously waiting for the opening
tip-off.
• Just out of curiousity, why
do we sing Take me out to the
ballgame" when we're already
there?
• It is about time that Dr.
Bobby Barton has received
national recognition for all his
hard Work for the athletic department (see Page B8).
Barton is one of those guys
who is always around every sporting event, even if he doesn't need
to be.
He exemplifies what a true
maroon and white fan and employee should be.
• Did anyone happen to notice
that the seventh-ranked Eastern
Illinois Panthers, a future opponent of the Colonel football team,
lost this weekend?
But wait We weren't gonna
talk about football.
• Tiger Woods is a good golfer
— okay, a very good golfer.
I wouldn't have expected him
to win his first tournament so
soon, but he did.
Moments after winning the Las
Vegas Open, Woods was interviewed by ESPN and asked if he
expected to win so quickly after
turning pro. He said that he kind
of did.
Do I detect a little cockiness in
the young Tiger?
• Bought Dennis Rodman's
book (yes, mom, I do occasionally
read).
So far I've read the first chapter
and the one on his relationship
with Madonna.
Haven't really formed an opinion on Rodman yet, but I like the
fact that he is a big Pearl Jam fan.
Thaf s good in my book.
Ill let you know about the rest
of the book whenever I get it finished, which, judging by the rate I
usually read books, will be when
the Jets win the Super Bowl.
• Someone paid $2,700 at an
auction for the toilet that was once
in Art ModeU's suite in Cleveland
Stadium.
Enough said.
• Went to the Kentucky-South
Carolina football game Saturday.
Enough said.
• Did anyone notice that the
Hth-ranked Appalachian State
Mountaineers and the 20thranked Western Kentucky
Hill toppers, both of which the
Colonels have already played, lost
this weekend?
But wait We weren't gonna
talk about football.

Daniel Bloctiwilz/Progress
Jamla King (left), Mandy Jones (center) and Sarah Blossom helped lead
the Lady Colonels to the team title in the Eastern Open Friday at Arlington.

Arlington golf course hosts only
golfers most of the year, but Friday
it also served as the course for
cross country teams in the Eastern
Kentucky University Open.
"If s always a concern, someone
getting hit with a golf ball," coach
Rick Erdmann said.
The multi-purpose place yielded
better results for the Lady Colonels
than the Colonels.
Eastern's women claimed the
top prize of four teams in their division. They scored 17 points, while
second-place Virginia Tech had 55
points.
The men grabbed third place,
beating the University of Kentucky
by over 30 points. Morehead State
won the meet
There were 10 teams running,
but six of those teams were classified to another division because of
the enrollments of the institutions.
At the one-mile point of the

women's race, Eastern teammates
Sarah Blossom, Mandy Jones and
Jamie King were packed together
leading the race
About a half-mile later, Blossom
and King broke away from Jones to
set up a sprint toward the finish in
the three-mile contest.
"Coming off the turn to finish, I
knew I had to kick it, and I did,"
King said.
Blossom came around the last
corner with the lead and about a
hundred yards to go. She and King
sprinted toward home, and King
claimed the top honor by four seconds in 17:39,
The team ran a lot better today;
the freshmen stepped up," Blossom
said. "Jamie did a good job; she's a
great runner."
As for the freshmen, Jenni
Brown stepped up and filled the
gap coach Erdmann said needed to
be closed between the top three
upperclassmen and the rest of the
team.
Jones and freshman Sabine Klett

finished in fifth and sixth place
The men also placed two in the
top 10.
The men's team is very fragmented, but the women have good
leadership with two juniors and one
sophomore," Erdmann said.
Titus Ngeno sat out the last two
meets because of an aggravated
hamstring. Ngeno finished in ninth
place at 2620.
Just one second separated
Ngeno from the team's second runner, Charlie Moore (10th).
Two freshmen claimed the next
two team spots — David
Machungo(12th) and Michael Sill
(17th). Senior Scott Fancher (22nd)
finished fifth for Eastern.
This weekend, both squads hit
the road to compete in a meet hosted by the University of Cincinnati.
"From the positive standpoint, I
hope we pull it together," Erdmann
said. "I'd hope at the OVC we'd
have a better result"
The conference championships
are Nov. 2.

Eastern set for
traditional rival
BY BRIAN SMB

Sports editor
If there is a football team in the
Ohio Valley Conference that has
mirrored the tradition at Eastern,
it is Middle Tennessee.
Middle has won 11 Ohio Valley
Conference
titles, second only to EasternEastern's
Middle
17.
The Blue Tennessee
Raiders When: 7 p.m.
have four
Saturday
coaches on Where:
their staff
Murfreesboro.
that graduTenn.
ated from Radio: 1340 AM
Middle,
WEKY
while the
Colonels
have three that received their
diplomas from Eastern.
The Colonels' head coach, Roy
Kidd, played at the school that he
now coaches for, as did Blue
Raider head man Boots Donnelly.
The Colonels have appeared in
the Division I-AA playoffs 16
times, the only other OVC school
that comes close is, of course,
Middle, with seven showings.
"We've always found that
through the '80s and '90s the
Middle game is important," Kidd
said.
This year's contest will be no
different for both squads.
The teams meet 7 p.m.
Saturday in Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
with the Colonels trying to keep
up .with fellow conference unbeaten* Murray State and Eastern
Illinois.
-—-"It's a crucial game for us,"
Kidd said.
The Blue Raiders, however, are
trying to regroup from losing their
first two conference games. Last
week, they got on the right track
with a 50-14 pounding of Austin
Peay.
"As usual, Eastern hasn't
changed much except for the fact
that the faces at some of their positions are different," Donnelly said.

Eastern (2-3, 2-0 OVC) has had
the upper hand in the series, taking 26 of the 45 nettings with
Middle (3-3,1-2 OVC).
The Blue Raiders, however,
have the upper hand when playing
at home against the Colonels (1110).
"Boots always has his team
ready to play, especially down
there," Kidd said.
Down there will be Astroturf,
something the Colonels have not
yet played on this season.
"I don't like that," Kidd said.
"We've always found that Middle
is quicker on turf."
The Blue Raiders have one of
the conference's best and most
experienced defenses.
Middle returned 10 starters
from last year's 7-4 squad, and this
season they are third in the league
in total defense, second against
the rush.
"They're very impressive on
defense," Kidd said. "If they have
a weakness ... it's in their secondary."
That secondary is second to
last in the league, with the 183.8
yards they give up a game.
Eastern, traditionally a running
team, has weapons to go through
the air if they must, with quarterback Greg Couch and receivers
Bobby Washington and Rondell
Menegdez.
"They still have two hard-running tailbacks (William Murrell
and Daymon Carter), several outstanding linemen on both offense
and defense and a very savvy
quarterback," Donnelly said.
Earlier in the week, Eastern
learned that it will be without the
services of weakside linebacker
Victor Hyland for the rest of the
season.
Hyland, who was out all of last
year with knee problems, suffered
torn ligaments in his ankle during
the Colonels' 45-0 win over
Southeast Missouri two weeks
ago.
That's a tough break for a football team," Kidd said. "That's
gonna hurt"

Amy Keams/Progress

Practice Already?
Man's basketball coach Mike Calhoun puts the moves on junior college transfer Daniel Sutton during the
Colonels first day of practice Tuesday. Eastern will open its season at Alumni Coliseum with an exhibition
game Nov. 11 against the Kentucky Crusaders. Larry Joe Inman's Lady Colonels also began practice
Tuesday, and will face the Crusaders in an exhibition game in Alumni Nov. 13.

Injuries hamper volleyball
BY CHAD QUEEH

Assistant sports editor
Volleyball coach Geri Polvino's
squad appears to be following the
plot line to one of Agatha Christie's
who dunnits: "And Then There
Were None."
Out of the 17 players on the roster, two check out as healthy —
Sabrina Brown and Kelly Smith.
"Just as there are flies on the
court, we're falling like flies, with
whoever"s left standing," Polvino
said. "I have this little hunch, down
inside, that all of this is going to
count for something."
Thus far, the count is a (7-11, 35) record that grabs seventh place
out of the 10-team Ohio Valley
Conference
Last weekend, the Colonels hit
the-road for two conference matches.
Both contests found Eastern
squaring off against teams ranked
lower in the OVC. Austin Peay
State waa ninth, while Tennessee

State claimed last.
Against Peay, the Colonies lost
in five games.
" W e
never beat a ■■--«„
team so bad *»*«*»ni"
on paper
Middle
and got beat _
out on the TeUfWtlOO
£ou «■.'•" When:7p.m.
Polvino
said. There
Tomorrow
were some
crucial service errors

four.-game Cincinnati
The visit- When: 7p.m.
ing team
Wednesday
beat Peay in
almost Where: Alumni
every stat
Coliseum
except
receiving
and block
handling errors. They had 22 more
kills than the opposition, as well as
18 more attacks.

As for the service errors Polvino
mentioned in game four, Eastern
committed 22 to six for the match.
On Saturday, the squad went to
State, whose program just ended a
nine-year drought That's how long
State has been in the OVC, and not
until last weekend did they record
their first conference win in volleybalL
It only took four games for this
match to be decided. The Colonels
kept State from getting their second
conference victory 152, 154, 10-15,
1511.
The maroon and white held
State to a .066 hitting percentage.
"If we were full strength, you'd
see us on a roll," Polvino said. "I
don't think a team could stop us."
Tomorrow, they entertain conference rival Middle Tennessee
State at 7 p.m.; Wednesday at 7
p.m., they host the University of
Cincinnati
Results of last night*s contest
against Morehead State weren't
available at press time

Tennis tourney yields
best result of season
BvLgPoma
Sports writer
As the saying goes, you need to
save the best for last
Thaf s what the men's tennis
team decided to do when they traveled down to Tennessee Tech for
their last fall tournament.
"I didn't go with them, but everyone who was there told me the
players did exceptionally well,'*
coach Tom Higgins said. This was
without a doubt their best performance of the fall."
The best performance was of the
number six player, Mike Homback,
who won his division.
Chad Williams, EKU's number
one singles player came in fourth in
his division.
Cheng also came in fourth in his
division after beating Morehead's
Zengeni, but tost to Jacksonville's
Alvero Restrepo in a match that
lasted three hour*.

In doubles play, the number two
and three pairs both came in third
in their respected divisions.
"I thought the play of the doubles went very well," Higgins said.
"The number one pair could've
done better, but I was pleased with
the play of the number two and
three pairs.
"Overall I was pleased with this
tournament. We accomplished
what we set out to do and that was
to get everyone to improve their
play."
While the men finished the
fall tournament season, the
women played in the Middle
Tennessee State University's
Fall Classic.
This tournament was without a
doubt the toughest tournament top
to bottom we have been in this fall,"
Higgins said.
See Tennis/Page B7
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Over years, Eastern has lost sports Thomas to undergo
therapy for back

7*k is the third in a five-part
series looking at the history of
Eastern athletics.

PBoowoi STAFF RPOWT

BY CHAD QUEEN

When the Eastern men's basketban team began practice Tuesday in
Alumni Coliseum, their top returning scorer from last year could only
watch.
Marty Thomas visited with a neurologist Friday and he must sit out
two weeks, then go through rehab
for another two weeks for his sightly hemiated disc and some that are
bulging
Thomas will visit the neurologist
after rehab, and until that time, the
possibility that the junior could miss

Jssihtant sports editor

If you look at the record books
for sports competed on the NCAA
level at Eastern, some things never
change — baseball, football and
basketball have been on campus
since 1909.
But through the years, five
sports
have
come and gone
— swimming,
wrestling, rifle,
gymnastics and
field hockey.
Swimming had
longest tradition
of the five
Sports
sports, dating
Through Time back to 1932.
Field hockey is
the most recent to be added and
dropped. That sport began in the
mid-1970s and was dropped in the
•90s.
"Ifs painful anytime you have to
drop a sport," athletic director
Robert Baugh said.
Baugh first served as director
for a short while in 1990-1991. He
has since assumed full responsibilities of the job. The only sport he
had direct control of dropping was
field hockey.
The conference said all schools
should field a softball team," Baugh
said. "We decided we'd substitute
softball for field hockey."
"We dropped five men's and five
women's sports," Baugh said.
"From a budget perspective, we've
picked up two women's programs.

the entire season is still up in the air.
Surgery is out, however.
■With the slight arnount of deterioration that*s happening now, he'd
(the neurologist) rather try to rehab
it first, and see if my muscle will
strengthen and not allow it to deteriorate any further," Thomas said. "I
have been told that it is going to
affect the rest of my life."
Thomas started feeling numbness
in his legs when running; he Was
concerned, and went to the doctor.
"We need to prepare for what we
think could be the worst case scenario," coach Mike Calhoun said.

Tennis: UL last tourney for women
From

ArcMves
The Eastern wrestling team competed from 1963 to 1976, but was dropped because of lack of funding.

At the time, had we dropped men's
swimming and kept the women, I
don't know if we would have been
better."
Gerald Calkin and Dan Lichty
had close ties to two of the dropped
sports.
Eastern fielded a men's gymnastics team in 1969. Calkin came
aboard to coach the women's team
in 1972. After the 1982 season, the
sport was dropped.
"Our team here was very instrumental in high school gymnastics

in the state," Calkin said. "Shortly
after our program dropped, so was
the high school program."
Calkin said Eastern gymnastics
contributed countless high school
coaches and judges to the sport.
Dan Lichty also said that the
swimming program has been influential in development of the sport.
One year, graduates of the program coached three national championship teams.
To this date we have 30 former
Eastern swimmers who are coach-

ing worldwide," Lichty said.
Swimming was dropped in 1987.
This year, Lichty said he has been
approached by eight women and
five men about starting a swimming
team.
Wrestling is in the record books
from 1963 to 1976. On the mat,
Eastern had almost as many coaching changes as seasons.
Rifle had a history from 1968 to
1985. In 1972, this sport gave out
the first letter in a varsity sport at
Eastern to a female.

Everyone advanced in the first
round but none won their respected divisions.
Each player advanced well into
the back draw with Nicola Oakley
winning in the finals against the
player from Georgia State.
Double teams did well with
Jenny McGinnis and Ellen Smith
beating Tennessee Tech 8-3, then
losing to Jackson State 8-2.
Next weekend, the women play

their last tournament at the
University of Louisville.
Among the eight teams participating are Butler. Akron, Marshall
andXavier.
"We are looking forward to the
challenge this tournament is presenting," Higgins said. "We should
do well against all the teams."
Both the men's and women's
teams will travel to Xavier, Ohio for
a single match on Oct. 25.
This will be the last match of the
fall season.
On the corner of First
and Water Streets

623-0021
WEDNESDAY NIGHT

MARGARITAS

Golf team does better than meets eye at UK
BY BRIAN SIMMS

Sports editor

Don't let the Eastern women's
golf team's showing at the Lady Kat
Invitational fool you.
Sure, the lady Colonels finished
ninth out of 18 teams, but coach
Sandy Martin was pleased.
"When you run against Big Eight,
SEC and Big 10 schools, you're in
pretty good company," Martin said.
"All the teams that I felt we should
have been over, we were."

Eastern finished the three-round
tournament with a team total of 958.
Tournament host Kentucky won
with a score of 904.
This was the best showing thus
far for the Lady Colonels, who have
competed at the University of
Kentucky the last three years.
In 1994, they finished 16th out of
18 teams; the next year, they placed
last out of 18 squads.
"I think that shows that we're
heading in the right direction,"
Martin said.

Beverly Brockman led Eastern
with her tie for 21st (235). Erica
Montgomery came in a tie for 23rd
(236), Jackie Biro placed in a tie for
30th (238), Julie Bourne finished in a
tie for 65th (250) and Melissa Cox
came in a tie for 71st (252).
The women will next play In the
Racer/Hilltopper Invitational, which
is sponsored by both Western
Kentucky and Murray State
The tournament will be the last of
the fall season for the women and
will be played over three rounds.

About 15 teams, mainly from the
Midwest, will compete,
"If s going to be be good competition," Martin said. "Well score well if
we play intelligently."
Lew Smither's men's squad is in a
tie for seventh place, after two
rounds of the UT-Chattanooga
Invitational.
Final results of the 17-team tourney were not available at deadline.
Eastern will play in the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Monday
and
Tuesday.
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FREE
Skate RentalWith the purchase of admission,
I IS |i m II5 p.m.

3: JO pin. 5:30 p.m.
S:4Spm..7:45 pm

1:00 p.m.-l 100 p.m.

receive a free skate rental.
Ooc cuufKHi per penon. 1'iplrct November 30,1996.

join the action at the Ice Center.
It's a Good Place for Fun.

listiitgkmlee
& 11< vm11 ioi I < Vi I l< T
560EujelaSpringsDc
606-269-5681

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Memberships as low as
JL ^J

* per month

UNLIMITED/UNRESTRICTED USE OF
RICHMOND, LEXINGTON, & LOUISVILLE CLUBS
■ Reebok Step Aerobics

• Circuit Training

• Hi/Lo Aerobics

■ Sauna

• Indoor Track

• Free Personal Trainers

• Lifesteps ■ Volleyball

• Free Child Care

• Life Cycles • Treadmills

- Basketball

350 Radio Park Dr.
(off Eastern By-pass - Behind UBS)

ARMY ROTC SALUTES OUR SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS.
Every year Army ROTC
awards thousands of meritbaaed scholarships to qualified
students around the country and right here in your
school. These scholarships
pay most tuition, as well as

books, lab fees and an allowance up to $1500/year. But
more than that, Army ROTC is
one course that develops
your leadership abilities
and confidence, qualities
that lead to success.

IS*

^|3

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CAM TAKE

CALL

624-0100

• Average monthly cost based on 12 month membership.
First time visit incentive. Mugt be 18 years or older

For details, visit 515 Begley Building or call

622-1215

LIVERY
Present this coupon for

Medium 12"
$$95
623-0330 BBQ Chicken Pizza ,aMM

large 14" Pizza
With your favorite topping
(Not valid with other offers.)

£xp. 10/31/96

(Not valid with other offers.)

20" Party Pizza
with \ topping

$14 :

& 4 Drinks
N

TMinriuded

i (Not valid with other offers.)
At

Up. 10/31/96

APOLLO SUPER SPECIAL

Present this coupon for

623-0330

Only

Present this coupon for

95

|

Ixp. 10/31/96 [
it

A pizza taste that's out of this world.
228 S. Second St.
•Sun. - Wod. 11 am. -1:30 a.m. •Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. - 2:30 a.m.

623-0330

Pizza Sub.
Gartic Stix &
32 oz Soft Drink

(Not valid with other offers.)

Only

$5

25

Tax Included

£xp. 10/31/96
i
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H«ad trainer,
Bobby Barton,
can be found on
the sidelines during home football
games. Ha never
is too far away
from the coaching
staff, so as to tall
of the status of an
injured Colonel.
Barton is in his
20th year at
Eastern.
Shannon RartfVProgress

Game day means less stress for trainer
BT

BOWfT tlLU

\JOnWimnQ Wfnmf

The next time you attend one of
Eastern's football games, look for
the guy on the sidelines who isnt
paying a bit of attention to the plays
on the field. If you notice that he's
more preoccupied with the players
on the sideline, then you have
noticed Dr. Bobby Barton.
He is Eastern's athletic trainer,
who was recently named to the
National Athletic Trainers
Association Hall of Fame.
To some. Barton's sideline duties

may seem as mundane as wrapped
wrists and iced ankles, but a closer
look will tell you there is a whole lot
more.
"People are always yelling at
you." he said.
Barton faces hard decisions,
such as whether to let an injured
player remain in the game or not
Game day is the shortest and
easiest day, Barton said. His day
begins at &30 am with a treatment
session for the injured players, and
by 10 «.m. the team eats their first
(and sometimes only) meal
About three hours before kickoff,

the taping begins.
"If s a unique thing," Barton
said. "If s quieter than on any other
day."
After more than three hours of
pre-game preparation, the real fun
begins — the game.
If s exciting," he said. "Anything
can happen on the next play."
He keeps his concentration and
constantly monitors the bench for
players who may have experienced
an injury.
"Coach Kidd is excellent to work
with," Barton said. "Sometimes, a
player needs to sit out the remain-

der of the game; he understands."
After the game, however,
Barton's job is not finished. He
stays after the game to Ice down
players and to atte. j to those who
have minor injuries. "If the game lasts three horn,"
he said, "I will usually stay afterward
three hours."
Barton said a relationship forms
between a player and the trainer.
"It's harder to establish in football, but if s longer lasting/ he said.
"And many will come back after
graduating and renew acquaintances."

COMING
OCT. 26

BILLY
"CRASH"
CRADDOCK
with special guest

TOM GRANT
PALACE THEATER
Louisville, Ky.
"Knock Three Times"
Dream L^ver"
"Rub It In"
"I Cheated On A Good
Woman's Love"
and many more!
Tickets available at
Ticket Master and
the Palace Theater
Box Office
(502) 582-4335
Eastern Kentucky University
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK
and the
STUDENT SOCIAL WORK
ASSOCIATION
present

SOCIAL WORK
SYMPOSIUM
Wed., Oct. 30,
9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Keen Johnson Building
Second Floor Ballroom
Topic:
Rethinking Violence"
EVERYONE WELCOME!
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